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CMIVERAI, CONSIDERATIONS
1. rn 1973 the Member states invited the commission to prepare, pursuantto articre ?5 of the Treaty and with a view to inproving the safety ofpassengerst crew and vessels operating on comnunity inland. waterways,
a proposal standard.izing the technical supervision of vessels and
adopting a conpuLsory Comrnwrity navigabiLity Licence.
The safety of inrand. wate::ways d.epends basicalry on the cr.esign and
equipment of vessels ad. the special feat'res of waterways.
At that time neasr:res for the safety of inland navigation had. been laid
d'own and were appried. solely at national lever, The onry waterway that
was an exception to this rule was the Rhine, which had. been recognizeci.
as an lnternational watemay by the Revised. convention for the Naviga,-tion of the Rhine signed at Mannheirn on 1T October 1B5g. Und"er that
convention the central commission for the Navigation of the Rhine (cctrn),
with headguarters in strasbourgr d.rew up the Regulation on rnspection cf
shipping and Rafts on the Rhine, which lays d.own the technical require-
rnents that must be met by a'y vesser. operatin6; on that waterway. Those
reguirenents were the only ones that were European in character.
2' Tn view of the volume and' complexity of the work involved, the commissj-on
consid'ered' it preferably frorn the point of view of effectiveness toproceed' bJr stages and limited. itseLf in the first instance to proposingto the Member states the reciprocaL recognition of navigabili.ty ricencesprovid'ed' they met certain general reguirements d.efined at national Leve1.
t
llhe Conmission was of the olrinion that suoh reoognition was a preregui-
site of the process of estaliLishing comunlty teohnioal superrrision in
view of the faot that a lenerbby periocl of ref].ection was reErirecl for
preparing cotmon technioal r'equirements'
8he cornooil" therefore ad.opttld, on 20 Janua,ry L976t on a proposal fron
the conmissionl a ilir,eotive on reciProcll recognition of naviga'bility
licemces for inlancl u'aterrrqr vessels \t/'
fhe dlirective introducEd. th,e reciprooal recognition of n^avlgebiLity
lioences mtL stlpllal;ecl thab each tl[enber State nu'st establieh a pro-
cedure for issuing nervigabitity Licences anct ctrar up a list of reqtrire-
nents to be met, It also stipuLatetl. that any Menber State might prevenrt
a vessel fron proceerling where the regtriremerrts set out in the Licence
were not satisfied o:r where its oondition was suob as to renrcler it
cl.angeroue for naviga'tion.
The directive was valid' untiL 31 Deoember 19?8 and' it proviclecl that
before 3. Januarlr L9?8 the clomission must suhit a proposaL conta'ining
cormon provisions estabLisfuing technioaL regq:irenents for inl'andt water
way vessels.
3. Meanwhi1e, in lilal !.!f6, thrl Unitett Sations Econonic Cormlssion for
E\gope (ncn) was finralizinlg a clraft nReconmendation on uniform teahnical
req'irenenrts for inl.ancL wabemay vesseLs (Annex to ResoLution So' L?)n
covering a1.1 aspectsr of th,r buiLding of guch vessels, their creor and
rlgging.
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3In view of the significance of thls work and. of the inplicatlons that
the application of Resolution So. 1? oould. have wlthin the Comunity,
the Comiesion askect to be assooiatecl. with the work of the CC![R in
strasbourg on a oonparative stufur of the anner to Resol.ution so. r? and.
the Regulation on rnspeotion of shipping and Rafte on the Rhine.
The results of this stu$r, produced in r9T?, reveared. naJor d.iffereorces
between the Annex to Resolution IVo, 1? and the Regulation on Inspeotlon
of Shipping and Rafts on the Rbine.
Ln onler to aLign tbese two texts the CCilR arcl. the Conmunity took steps
in Genevar in the contert of the work of the ECs, to approrinate the
rtrles contained' in the Annex to Resolution So U andt those irnposecl. blr
the Rhine inspection certificate.
rt was obvious fron the begiwringr.however, that suoh approxination
wouLd reguire a lengt\y period of negotlatlql and., oonsequenrt\r, the
Comission consid.erecL it prefera,ble not to anait the conpJ.etion of the
work in Geneva, but to clrarv up itsel.f, with the aseistance of Governnent
e:cpertsr Cormunlty technioaL requirenents for inl.ancl water"way vess€].s.
There were two najor rgasons for this cleoisionc
a number of Member States had. already clrarn up cl.raft national nrles
and although the majority of the ratenray orgarizaticre concer:recl. had.
r,|gucstcd' thelr speedgr funpleneatatlod, tho tember Statcs agreect to
postpone JrTrlemontation of the rrrLes ud to malt the ad.optlon by the
Council of Comnrnity nrlesg
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in its tDirective 71o,76fL35/W of 20 january Lg76t ancl in particular
t* n,.1ir:Ie !, the Council had fixecl n Janua^ry L9?B as the finaL clate
for ilre ad.option of comnon provisions establishing technical require-
ments for inland lvatelway vessels.
In or,ier to take :full accor:nt of the work in Geneva (f-Cn) and in
Strasbo.urg (CCNR) and in view of the significance ancl complexity of
the s'nbject matte:r, this tine limit could not be observed ancl the
Commirssion asked 'bhe Council in December L977 fat permission to
erten,l by two yea:ns, r:ntil l January 1980r the periocl' originall-y
granted. to it.
The Council d.ecid,ed in Nbvember 19?8 ibo grant tlis time and to arnend
its Directive No. l6/tlS/wc of 20 January 1976(1).
j. Bearing in mind what had. been laid d.orrrn in the 19?6 Directive and the
results obtained in Gene,va and. Strasbor.lrgl the problems that the
Conmission was regrrired, to resolve when d.rawing up its second d-irec-
tive includ.ed. in particular the establishment of minimrm requirernents
relating to the technice,I characteristics of vesseLs fron the point
of view of the safety of'navigation, the introd-uction of technical
supervision proce,C.ures I'or vessels anrl the d.efinition of circumstances
a:rd" cond.itions un,cler which [enber States would. be authorizecl to pre-
vent a vessel fro:m Procereding.
It was essential therefore to introd.uoe common criteria andr in effectl
to establish technical- r,equirements that would have to be rnet by all
vessels. Conformity wj.th these requirernents and. the rnaintenance of
the vessel in that cond.j.tion would be checked. cluring the trinspectionft
(a genunie technical sulrervision) that every vessel would have to
undergo. Provision hacl thus to be made for a Comnr:nity inland navi-
gation certificate (and. for its renewal) for all vessels that are
for::rd. on inspection to eratisfy the common technical reqrrirernents.
I
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5This certificate is evidence that a vessel is not a d.anger to navigation
nor to the persons on board. and, on that basisl also constitutes an
authorization tc operate freely on community inland waterways.
To attain these objectives the commission d.epartnents set up in April
1977 a working Party composed. of Gover:rnent experts, a majority of
whom r-ere ai.read.y taking part in the work of EUE in Geneva and of
the cclfR in strasbourgr thus ensuring that not only would there be no
conflict between the work canied. out in Geneva, Strasbor:rg and Brusselsn
but that it might be conplenantarXr.
This directive faithfully reflects the result of that work and contains:
common provisions establishing technicaL reguirements for inland.
waterway vessels and introd.ucing a conmr:nity inland navigation
certificate;
at Annex Ir a list of Comrnunity inland wate::rua;rs divid.ed. into three
classes A, B and. c (Article 2 of the proposal for a directive);
at Annex fI, rninirmrn technical requirements for vessels operating on
Class A, B and C wate::ways (nrticte 3 of the proposal for a d.irective)
at Annex rrr, a urod.el commr:nity inland. navigation certificate(articte ! of the proposal for a directive);
at annex rvr a mod.el cornmurity inland. navigation authorization
pursuant to article 10 of the proposal for a d.irective.
)
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0wing to lack of tinte, the clirective cloes not oover passenger vesseLs
ancL does not gpverr1 the adlltioara1 technicaL regulren€nts rhlch will'
have to be laicl clonrr at Comr:nity level for vessels usetl for carr;ring
dlangerous goods.
Teohnioal requiremerrts for tbese two types of vessel will be the subject
of subseguent Connission proposaLs. /
{
TArticLe L
Artlcle I d.efines the scope of the clirective. The Lower linite of
l! tonnes antl 1! n3 are those laid. dovrn ln the Regulation on Inspection
of Vessels srcl Ra^fts on the Rhine.
ArtioLe 2
Comunity inland waterra6rs cl.iffer frorn the point of view of navigational
eafety as regard's gpography, dinensions and. the volune of traffic operating
on then.
This Article therefore divides the watennays into three classes so as to
bring together in each olass those with very g.trn{!.sr navigationsL d.ifficul-
ties.
Class C conprises watemeys with nininun oharacteristics cormon to the
entire Conmunity network. The technical reguirenents for vessels operating
*t ,o"i"r*rays in this cLass consequertLy constitute the rninimrm requirenents
t for navigation on all Conrnurity watemays, including those ia olasses B ancL
A.
Class B contains watenrays with features ancl navigation oonil.itiong conparaF
bLe to those oa the Rhine. Comunity technioal reErirements ad.ilitional to
those for class c have been laid. d.orsn for these wate::wagrs.
Class A conprises watertrays which differ in suoh a way that each one has
d'ifferent safety reErirenenrts. For thie reason each of the States cor-
cerned' is :responsible for the add.itionaL oond.itions imposed in respeot of
the individua,L watenvays .
t
A:rnex T contains a list of watenuays d.ivicied into Classes A, B'and C'
The list of maritime ehippi.ng lanes drar^r'n up puru"start to Articfe 3(6)
of Direct ive 76/L35{FFC ha"er therefore been repealed-.
Article 
-, 
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This article rend.ers it obJ.igatory for vessels to satisfy the technical
requiremLen.ts contained in lmnex II to this directive. The provisions
contained in Chapters 1 to Ll- and. 13 and 14 of Annex 1I apply to vessels
operatin.6; on the entire Corrmunity network of wate:r'rays. Chapter 12 lays
d"ovm ad.d.itionaL requirenen't;s that apply exclusively to vessels operating
on Class Ii waterways.
The article also provides that new Member States rnay lay down provisions
ad-d"itior:.al to those contairred in Annex trI for vessels operating on CLase A
wato::w4y's in their territorY.
Article 4
The conf'ormity of a vessel with the comrnon technical requirements rnust be
establ-isrherd- by inspection.
This artiole provid-es that new vessels must be inspected. before belng
launched. a,nd. that the firsl; inspection of vessels already in service is
to be ca,rried out in accorclance with a timetable to be laid. d.own blr each
Member Sita,te for its own f--eet but must in ar5r event be completed. at the
latest t5r 1 Januaqr I99O.
The article then provid.es'l;hat vessels are to be inspected. at regular
interval.s in order to checll r^rhether they are being maintained in accordance:
with ther technical recruirerrents set out in Annex II to the directive.
I
9Paragraph { of this article lays d.own the inspection procedures for vessels
which are to operate on Class A watertrays.
Paragraph ! specifies that the States aLone shall be responsible for
oarrying out the inspections.
Article q
This article introd.uces a Comnunity inlanit navigation certificate.
This certificate constitutes, first, evid"ence that the vessel satisfies
the technical reguirements for operating on a/certain category(ies) of
waterways and., second.ly, authorization for that vessel to operate on a/theparticular wate::vray( s ) .
The article also lays ilown the procedure for the issue of the certificate
and its period. of validity.
Article 6
This article lays d.ovn: the cond.itions for renewal and/or extension of
valid.ity of the certificate. The renewal or ertension of valiclity may
not rrnd.er any circr:nstances exceed. ten years.
Article T
This article provid.es that a refusal to issue or rener{ the navigation
certificate must state the reasons on which it is based and be communicated.
in writing to the applicant.
Article 8
This article provides that the authority empowered. to withd.raw a certificate
can only be the one which issued. or last renewed. it.
t
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Article 9
fhig articLe providles that any najor alterations or repairs to a vessel
entail an obLigation to have a fresh inspeotion cagied out '
Artiole l'0
Since the provieions applicable to the Rhine pursuant to the Regulation on
Inspeotion drawn up 'by the CCSR incl.ud.e at present antt at the highest level
the technical reguirenents laitl rtorm in lnnex II to this clirectiver Article
10 provicles that any vessel, carrying an inspeotion certificate issued
pursuant to that Regulatiort nail operate on the other Effi waterwagrs of
Classes B antl C with that c;ertifioate aLone.
In vlew, filrthermorel of the fact that certain Lesg stringerrt reqtrirements
have been inposed in the cerse of waternay,s in those clasees then appl'y on
the Rhine, persons operatirtg inlancl watertay vesselg antl oarrying a valicl
Rhine oertificate, who wish to enioy the bernefit of the Less string€nt
requirenents anst ot,tain an ad<litional Comurity certificate, a nodel of
which is set out in Innex .[V.
Artlcle Ll
This articLe lays dcryn the procedure for inspection by the authorities
responsible for navi.gatiorlll safety.
Inspection nay resul-t in a vessel being prevented. fron proceeding if it
is shown that sone anonaly exists which constitutes a danger to the
sunoundingg or to l;he persons on board., or in a request to renedy the
sitlation where it ctoes not oonstitute suoh a d.anger as referrecl to above.
It is also specifietl that fail-ure to carry the certificate constitutes
suffioient gror:ncls lfor preventing the vessel fron proceed'ing.
I
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llbese articles lay dorm a prooedure for ensuring close cooperation between
the Member States and the Comnission within a comittee so that certain
neasure€r containecl in the dlirective a,nd. in its annexes nay be a.cl.apted.
speed'iIy to technicaL progress. llhe oornpositibn of the connittee is also
Laid. clownr aB atre its operational and d.ecision-rnaking prooed.ures.
Article 15
The special cond.itions applicabLe to the inlancl. waterways of a State which
are not Linkecl. by inLand. waterway to the watenragrs of other l[enber States
create iliffererrt problems of navigationaL safety on those watervays fron
those arising fron freecl.orn of rnovement on tbe conmrmity network.
These problens differ fron one watemq;r to another aocording to the type
of cargo canied., the vessel r:sed. for the purpose and the journey invoLve4
the Latter being generall.y lirnitecl. to journeys of LocaL interest. This
article provid.esr therefore, that vessel-s operating exclusivel.y on such
watenuays nay be exenpted. fron the neasures Laid. d"own in the d.irective.
Artiole 16
Thig articLe recognizes that Menber States are entitledl to inpose technical
reguirenents adtLitional to those contained. in the d.irectlve in respect of
all vesseLs carrying d.a.ngerous goods on waterways within their territory.
It stipulates further that any certificate issued to this effect nnder the
Buropean Agreenent concerning the international cagiage of d.angerops
good.s on the Rhine (mlfn) must be recognizedL as being vaLicl. for this prrr-
pose throughout the Conmr:nity.
Article lT
With effect fron the d.ate of entry into foroe of thie clirective, Comcil
Directive 76/L35/W of 2O January L!15 is no longer va1i6, as provided.
by Article I thereof.
be extencled.l
It is essential however that its terns of valiclity
for vesseLs used. for the caniage of goods already in service pencting
their inspection pursr:ant to ArticLe {1
for passeng€r vessels pend.ing the adoption bJr th€ councir of conrnon
provisions for such vessels.
../..
l{o comment.
No comrnent.
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Article L9
13
ProposaL: for a CounciL Directive Iaying down
Technical. Requirements for rnland. waterway vessers
TIm CouNcIL 0F TIIE EIJROPEAIf COMMulVrTrEs,
Having regard' to the Treaty establishing the Furopean Econonic Cornmr.rnity;
and in particular Article l! thereof,
Having regard to the proposal- from the cornnission,
Ilaving regard. to the opinion of the European parlia.ment,
Ilaving regard' to the opinion of the Economic and. Social Committee,
Whereas the objectives and. implementation of a comrnon poLicy for transport
reguirer inter alia, in the fielil of inLand navigation that the
; Dov€ment of vessels on the Comrnr:nity network take place r:nd.er the best
cond.itions iis far as safety and conpetition a^re concernned.
Whereas councit Directive ?6/135/EEC of 20 January 1976 on reciprocaI recog-
nition of navigabitity Iicences for inIand watert"lay vesseLsl, as amended by
Directive 7\/tot6/w2, provides that the counciL shaLL
adopt colnnon provisions establ-ishing technica1 requirements for inland.
waterway vessels; whereas the aim of the present Directive is accordingLy to
establish such reErirements; whereas, however, by reason of the complexity
of the subject, provisions concerning vesseLs used for the cagiage of
pa.ssengers should. be adopted. at a later date; whereas, moreover, having
regard to their technicaI characteristics and methods of utJLisation, certain
categories of vesseL and fLoating equ'ipment shouLd be excLuded from the scooe
of this Directive;
1
'0J No L 21,29.1,1976, p.10
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Wbereas Comwrity inlmcl watertrays cliffer as regafds safety
acl shoulcL therefore loe cLivicLecl. into three classes; whereas c]'ass A oon'-
prisEs watenra0rs with special characteristics tthich cliffer in such a way
thateaohonehasctif:ferentsafetyregrrirerrents;
lfhereas it is necessarlr to introctuce a Commgrity inlancl navigation
certificate attesting thecornpIiance of vesse]-s with the oosmon tecbnical
requirementsg whereas suoh r;ompliance lnrst be esta,bLished ry inspeotion;
tfhereas the Directive u*st l.ay ctoinr prooedrFes for the issue, renewal ancl
withilranal of such oertificrute ancl. for inspection by the authoritiee
responsible for navig'ational- safety;
whereas lt{enber states nrust be empoweredl to exempt fron the application of
one or nore provision,s of tlre Directive vessel.s whioh operate exclusiveLy
on wate::ways which a,r'e not .Linked by inlancl watenray to the watervays of
otherMenber States; wherea$, ln view of the speciaL nature of such oper-
ations, it is not appropriate to Lay down approprlate provisions in this
Directive; whereas safety requirements djffer for each such waterway
according to the type of cargo vesseL and itinerary, which are normaLLy
of [ocaL interest onlLY;
l{hereasp pUfSUdht to ArticLe 7 of the abovementioned Directive 76/135/EEC'
the measures providerj for therein are to remain in force
untiL the entry into force of this Directivei
whereas, however, sinee technical reggirememts for vesseLs r:secL for the
ca$iage of passenrge::s will be a,ttoptecl only at a Later clate ancl sinoe the
provislons of this fiLrective do not apply to vesseLs already in service
cluring the transitiorraL periocL, it is necessarlr to anend for the second
tine the sald Directive 76/135IEEC;
, ./..
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Whereas technical prog"es6 neoessitates the spee(1r a,cl.aptation of this
Di:rective ancl its AnnexesS whereaq, in ord.e:r to facilitate the inplenecrta-
tion of nea,sures necessarJr to this , end a procedure should. be Laicl d.orrrn
for ensuring close cooperation between the Member States ancl the Connission
within a Cornnittee for the adaptation of this Directive to technica[ progress;
ru,S ADOPIED TIIIS DIRffiTTVEI
L6
ArticLe 1
Scopg
1. This Directive shalL al>ply tol
(") vessel.s having a, totaL dead weight of 1! tonnes or norer or
vessel.s not intend.ed fc>r the oarria4e of goods. having a d'isplace-
rns:rt c,f 1)m3 or morei
(t) pusher craft and. tugg irnclud.ing those with a dispLaceme:ct of less
than I!n3, provid.eil they have been built to tow or prrsh or tc' tow
vesseLs aLongside,
2. This oi.rective shall nr>t apply to:
pa.ssenger vesselst
ferriesl t
floatirrg equipnentt
floatirrg establishrrents a:rd installations incluciing those being noved
from one location to anotjrert
pleasure craftt
service oraft beLorrging tc supervisory authorities and. fire vesseLst
milita^rry vessels t
seaFgor.n{g vesseIs, incLucling sea-goinE tugs and pusher craft operating
or stationary on tj-d.a1 waters or tenporarily on inland watenrays.'
carrying a valid nervigation d-ocunentt
tugs and pusher craft wit.h a d.isplacenent of less than 15m3 which
have been built to tow, push or tow alongpid.e only vessels with a
displar:ement of l-es;s than L5m- -
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Article 2
Classes of Watemavs
For the purpose of this Directive cornnrrnity inrand wate::ways
herely divided into three classes :
Class A
Clase 3
-
Class C
-
fhe watema;s shown in the list in Chapter 1
of Aanex f to this Directive.
The waterways shown in the list in Chapter 2 of
Innex I to this Directive.
ALl other waterways *ith the exception of
those referred. to in Article 1!.
ArtioLe 1
-
Technical reauirenents
1. Vessels to which this Directive applies uust conpLy with the oomnonprovisions reLating to technical reguirements l.aid d.oron by this Directive.
2' Each Menber state may ad'optr foLLowing consuLtation with the commis-
sionr technical requirements ad.d.itional to those contained. in annex rI for
vesseLs operating on CLass A wate:mays within its territory. Adld.itional
tecbnicaL requirements shaLl be notified to the other lfenber states and. to
the Connission not later than six nonths prior to their entry into force,
unless they were alrea$r in force on 21 Januar;r L977.
Article 4
Inspeotioa
l. In order that their comp[iance with the common technical
referred to in Antic[e 3 may be checked, vesseLs Laid down more
years after the date of notification of this Directive shail. be
in accordance with the procedure r.aid down in Annex II prion to
into service.
requi rements
than two
i nspe cted
being put
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2. In ord.er that their compliitnce ' with the cornnon technioal require-
nents referred to ln Article 3 ancl ln Innex II to this Directive may be checked'
vesseLs in service or Laicl down tlrior to the date referred
to ln paragraph I sh8,lll be inspeotecl in accordance with the prooech:re
lai4 cLonn in innex II before ff .fottt"ty LgN. Inspeotions shaLl be
canietl out during this t:eansitiona3' period'
3. In ord.er that it tu, o" checked that they are bejng maintained in ac-
cordance with the common technjcaL requirements appLicabLe to them aLL vessels shatI
rurclergo at the approprlate tine subsequent inspections in accorclance wlth
Article 6. These period.ic inspections shaLl be cagietl out in accordance
with the proceclure laict down in chapter 14 of lnnex rr'
4. compLiance of a, vesse.l with the a,ctctitionaL requirenents refemed
to in Article 3(2) sha11, where appropriate, be checkecl either upon inspec-
tion as proviclecl' for in lraragraphs I, 2 ot 3 or during a
speciaL insPection.
,, Inspections within the rnerrning of this .irective shatL be carried
out b,r the State or W boclies itt;signatedt ]5r lt and. eotiag urdcr lts dllreot
srpcrrr!.sion. a Llst of sroh bocl.tog or ostabllghente shaLl be notlfled' to
ths l{snber $tateg md to the 0olmlsslotl'
6" The inspecting body nay rrlfrain fron subjecting the vessel in whole
or in part to the ohecks denandr)d. ty these tecbniaal reguirements where it
ie evident fron a validt euttestabion issued blr a classlfication society
epprovert by the state in which 'bhe oertificate is issued' or, where appropri-
ate, by tbe Stats |n rhioh tbe vessel ls reg{'stered or bas lts hone portt
that the vessel satisfierr these teohnioal requirenents in whole or in part'
. rf ..
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Artiole 5
-
Comualty Certifioata _ IBBu€
L' where a vessel is found. on inspection pursuant to Article a(r) and(e) to satisfy the connon technicaL requirenents set out in Annex rr
rerating to constnrction, rigging ancl eguipnent, the appr.icant shalr. be
issuecl with a Comnxrity inland navigation certificate validated for
waterways in respect of which the vessel is constdereil to be suitable.
2. Vessels operating on
Conmunity inland. navigat ion
conoerned.
Class A, B or C watenta;rs shall carry a
certificate validatecl. for the wate:mays
3' I{ithout prejud'ice to provisions ad.optecl pursuant to the Revised.
convention for the savigation of the Rhinel & v€es€l oarrying a cormunity
inrancl navi,gation certifloate sha1l be authorizecl to operate on waterwaysin respect of which the certificate has been validated.
4. The Cournunity inland
with the mod.eL certificate
navigation oertifioate sbaLl be in confornity
set out in Annex III.
at the reouest of the Member gtate neferred to in paragraph
navigation certificates nay be issued \r another Menber
5' lrhe Conruunity inJ.and' navigation certifioate shal.L be issued. by the
Menber state in whcih the vesser. is registered or has its hone port or,falLing that; by the Menber state in which the onner of the veseel is
cstabllsbod..
6, However,
Comnurity inlancl
State.
5,
7. Certificates ma;r be lssued. blr bod.ies d.eslgeated. by
the Mernber states and aoting ,nd.er their d.irect supervision.
../.,
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In suc'h a case a list of those
Uenber States ancl to the Cornnission'
8;. In ther event of the loss of a
er declaration of such Loss shalL be
er duplicate certificate''
10. The Period of val:iditY
shall be deterrnined in each
certificates. This perriocl
bodies sball be fortrardecl to the
Commr:nity inlancl' navigation certificatet
made to the issuing body, which shaLL issue
:). where a certifical;e becomes illegibLe or unusable the otmer of the
.,ressel or h:ls representa.tive shalL returra the certifieate to the issuing
'bod.yrwhich sh;aIl issue il tluplicate certificirte under the sane conditions
ras indicate,l above.
cf a Comrnunity inland navigation certificate
cese $r the authority competent to issue
shall not, howevert exceed 1O years'
Article 6
I. A Conmruaity inland navi,Sation certificate shalL be renewed followin8
an inspectiron at which it is established' that the vessel cornplies with the
conmon technicaL requi.r'ements set out in Annex II relating to constructiont
rigging and equiPment.
2. The nerr period oil validity of a certj.ficate shall be determined on the
the basis ,of the resurbs of the inspection and sha1l r:nder no circumstances
exceed 10 ,Years
3. Renenal shal1 be granted. in acoordance with the conditions laid doun
Article i (l), (6) and (?)'
4.Thevalid.ityofacertj'ficatemayle:rceptional.ly,beertend.eci
without in.spection for a perj.od of not more than twelve months on
subnission oll a reasoned requrest to the oonpetent authority' lfotice of such
ertension shall be given in rfriting and shall be caffiect ty the vessel'
2L
4rl-is]s-Z
Refusal to issue a llqst Certificate or of Renewal
&1y d-ecision to refirse to issue or rene$r a Community inland. navigation
oertificate sball set out in ctetail the grounds on which it is based". The
BerBon concemed. shall be notifiecl thereof and. of the renedies available
und.er the Lalrs in force in the Menber States anct of the tine linits within
whioh suoh rened.ies nay be sought.
Article B
I{llh4tewat. o f C eJt i f i_cgtg
1. A Commr.urity inland" tavigation certificate may be withd.rawn only by
the competent authority which issued. it, or, in the case of rener.ral, bythe
authority wlich last renewed it; the ground.s for such withd.rawal shall beset out in detail
2. where a vessel is d.efinitively withdrawn from navigation on
commr:nity waterways, the owner shall retur:e the certificate to the
competent authority which issued it, or, in the case of renergal, to the
authority which last renewed. it.
Article a
rn q p e ct Lon lo 1IoSLES-SLj o.r . a.r te {at roqg-.o.T 
_L e ggi r s
1. In the event of major alterations or repairs which mori-ify the
structural sou:rdness or special characteristics of a vessel, such vessel
shall, prior to arql further voyage, und.ergo inspection.
2. ff upon inspection such vessel is for:nd. to satisfy the technical
requirements applicabLe to itr the Commr:nity inla:rd. navigation certificate
shall be altered accord.ingly and. the cornpetent issuing authority, or, where
appropriater the authority which last renewed. it, shal1 be informed accordingLy.
3. The period of validity of a certificate thus altered shall be fixed
in accord-ance wi.th the conclitions laid dov,m in Article 6.
ae
Article I0
1. Argr vessel entitl,ed. to :Ply the flag of a Menber State ancl carrying
a valict cerbificate issrued. pucsuant to the Regulation On Inspection of
shipBihg ancL Rafts on the Rhirre nay operate on comnrnity waterrrays of
classes B ancl C with that oerbificate alone.
2. Ilowever, evety vetssel as referred to in paragfaph 1 carny.ing.a
certificate issued. pursruant tc the abovenentioned' Regulation l)lrt naviga-
ting on class B or C werterwayrs and being in compLiance only with the require-
mearts set out in Annex II for these cLasses, sha[t obtain an addjtionaL
Comnunity certifioatg a noctel of which is set out in lnnex IV.
Artigle 11
Veliflcation
1. The authorities :responsible for navigational safety nay at any time
check that a vesseL is carrying a valicL certificate and satisfies the
requirenents set out in that certificate and, where appropriatet the
additional reguiremeorts for the wate::way on which it is operating la.icL clorm
by the authorities responsible for that waterruay.
2.Iftheauthoriti.esfind.uponinspectionthatthecertificateis
invalicl or that the verrsel dces not eatisfy the reqtrirenents set out in
the certificate but that such, invaLiclity or failrrre to satisfy the regtrlre-
neorts does not constit'ute a nranifest danger to the mVlronent or to the
persons on board., the owner of the vessel- or his represerrtative shal'l take
aLl necessal1r measures to renrealy the situation. The bo{y which issued' the
certificate or whioh last rertewed. it shalL be kept informed.
../ ..
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3. rfr upon naking the inspection refemed. to in para€raph r, tbe
authorities find' that the certificate is not being oamied or that tbe
vessel constitutes a naaifest d.anger to the environnent or to the persons
on board'r those authorities na{r prevent tbe vessel fron prooeed.ing lnti1
the necessarxr steps bave been taken to renefor the situa,tion.
The autborities na,y al.so prescribe neasures which rilL enable tbe
vessel to proceed. to a place where it rill be eitber inspected. or repairecl
without end'angerilg tbe vessel, the persons on boarrl. or the em,i.ronrnent.
Tbe bocly which issued or last renmed. the oertificate shau. be inforned..
4' A Menber State which, has prevanted. a vesgel fron proceed.ing or has
notified the ornoer of lts i:rtention to do so if the d.efects fourd are not
corrected' shall inforn the bo{y in the Menber State rhich issued. or last
renewed' the oertificate of the ctecision which it has taken or @,visages.
5. ALL cteolsione to interrupt the passage of a vesseL taken pursuant to
ne€rsures adopted in lnplcnentatlon of this Directive gbaLl gtate in cletail.
the reasons on whioh they are based.. A d.ecision shall be notified. to the
party concerned.l who shall at the sane tine be iaforned. of the renedies
available to hirn und.er the lans in force in the ltenber States anct of the
tine limits alloweil for the exercise of such remedies.
' Article 12
Any anmclnelrts necessarJr to ad.apt this Dieective and its anneres to
technical progress ehall be adopted. ln accord.anroe with the proced.qre laid
tlorm in Article L4.
Article L1
-
1. There is hereby estabtished a Committee (hereinafter caLLed ilThe Committee")
for the adaptation of this Directive to technicaL prooress, consisting of
reDt'€seitatives of the Member'states under the Chairmanship of a Commission
repre sent at i ve ,
2, The Comittee ghall d,raw up its rules of prooed,ure,
../ . .
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A@_ta-
1. llhere a guestion relati.ng to the proceilure laid down in this article
arises, th.e chairman shall- refer the matter to the conmittee either on his
ovm initia,tive or at the reqttest of the representative of a Member State'
2. The Corunission represeltative shall su-bmit to the Cornnittee a draft
of the neasures to be taken. The Corrunittee shall deliver its opinion on
the d.raft within a period. to be d.etermined by the chairman having regard
rhe ur€lenoy of the matter in question. It shalLtake decisions by a
majority c>f 4l votes, the vo-;es of the Member states being weighted' as
laid. down in ArticLe 1.48 (Z) of the Treaty' The Chairman shall not vote'
j. (r) The Commissrion shitl-I adopt the proposed measures provided' they
are in conl'orrnity with the opin.ion of the cornnittee.
(t) ltrhere the proposerl measures a^re not in conformity with the
opinion of the Cornmittee, or trhere no opinion has been d'eLiveredt
l;he Cornrnissiion shatl without d.elay submit to the Oor:nciL a
proposal on the meas'ures to be taken. The Cor:ncil shall
take decisj-ons by a qualified majority'
(") If on expi:1y of a period. of thlee rnonths from the date of
submission to the Cor:nciL the l.atter has taken no decision,
-bhe oroposed measures shall be ad.opted- ty the commission.
ArtJcl-e. 15
PerogglrgAF from 
-Lhe- Direqii-ve
1. Member States nily exenpt fron the application of one or nore provl-
sions of this Directi'ue vessels which operate exclusively on waterways
which are not linked by inlend. waterway to the wate:*rays of other llember
States.
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2, Mernber states nay authorize in respect of navigation on their
national waterways exenptions from one or nore provisions of this
Directive for limitecl journeys of local interest or in harbour areas.
The d.erogations in guestion and the 5our:ieys or harbour area for which
they are vaLid shall be specified. in the vesselrs certificate.
3. The Conmission shall be notified. of d.erogations adopted. pr:rsuant to
this 4rticle.
Article 1.6
Vessels carrTrinF d.angerous goods
1. Menber States nay require vessels carrying d.angerous good.s within
their territory to comply with requirements adclitional to those set out
in .. Annex II and to canry a certificate attestingI compliance with these ad.d.itional requirements. Any vessel entitled to
fly the f1a6 of a Member State and carrying a certificate issued. pursr.lant
to the ADNR Regulation nay carry d.angerous goods an3n,rhere on Connunity
territory under the conditions stated thereon.
2. The Cor:ncil, acting on a proposal from the Comnission, shall
adopt common provisions establishing acLd"itional technical requirements
for inland waterway vessels carrying dangerous goods.
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Article L7
Article ? of Directive '16/tl>/fu is amended to read as foLLows:
ItArticl.e 7
1. This Directive i.s'repeal.ed on the expiry of the period referred to
in Articl.e 18(1) of Directive......, excepi as regards
the vesseLs referrerd. to irr ArticLe 4(2) of the said Directive ... pending
their inspection pursr:arrt to that Article;
pa.ssenger: vesgelg.
2. llhe Corucil, aoti.ng on g, proposal fron the Cormissionr ehall
adopt conmon provisiong establishing technical requirenents for inlancL
watenlay pa"ssenger ves$elsrt.
Article 18
linal PJovisions
1. The Mernber Stater;, shall, within one year following the nofitioation
of this Directiver ed after consulting the Connission; adopt such lawst
regul-ations or adninis{;rative provisions as maJr be necessary to oonply
with this Directive.
2. The conpetent aul;horlties of the Menber States shaLl cooperate
closely to examine any clifficulties arislng in respect of measures for the
implementation of this Directive and of the enforcement of such measures.
../.-
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Article 19
llhis D.irective is add.ressed to the Member States.
COUIfCII DIRMTTVE
est a,blishing t echnical requirenent s
for irrland. waterway vessels
AI{ND( I
t:Lst of Conmmity
ir:.lancL waterways shipping lanes
divid.ed. into three Classes Ar B and. C(Ot:.cte 12 of the Dra"ft Directive)
ANNEX I - p. 1
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cHIP_IE-Bl
cl-ass rA
EUNDE6REPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND
Jade
i{eser I
Elbe
llel<lcrfer Bucht
l'-ensburger f6rdo
Eekcrnfdrder Bucht
ii:eLer Fdrde'
von der Verblndungslinie znischea deaL:uchtttl:mcn De1fzyl und Knock bis zurBrcite 53"jof l{ und dstlich einer vonrlj.e;rr Breite in eEdrestlicher RichtungIlber dio ucstl.ichen Begrenzungstonnen desUr;chlagolatzcs fltr Trockenfrachter in,
, cr,:r ALtcn 3rs zur niederlEndischen Kltcte
vcrlaufenden Geradon
von <icr liafeneinfn.hrt Ernden ble zur Ver_bindungslinio zyiechen den Leuchtt[rmenDelfzyl und Knock
binnen.rlrts der Verbindungslirrie zrLschenden Ob,:rfeuer Schilligh6rn .unrt den Kircb_turn L,rngvarden
nou Brake (Unten*eser-krn 4J) t,is zur Ver-
' bindungslinie zwischen den Kir.cht[rnen
taagwarden und Kappel nit deu lfebenaraSchwciburg
von der unteran Grenze des Eanburger IIa_fens bis zur Verbindungslinie zrischenCer Kugelbake bei Di|se und der nordwest_Lichen i;itze des Eohen Ufers (Dieksand,)
nit Cen licbcnfl0.:sen Este, Lilhe, Schwinge,Ostel Pinnau, Krltckau und Stilr iSeweits--'
von Spcrrwerk bis zur Milndung) und ein_
schlie;;u1ich der Nebenelben.
blnnenriirts der Verbindrrngslinie von der
nordwectlichen Spitze des Hohen Ufers(Dieksand) zun hbr:rtnolenkopf Bllsun
binnenrrirts der Verbindungslinie zvischeaCen Kekenis-Leuchtturn und Birknack
binnonw,irte der Verbindungslinie vonBo,ltnis-Eck zur Nordoctcpiizc dee Festlan-dcs bei DInisch llienhof
von .jeE durch das nitrdliche Eiafahrtsfeuer
zu: lJord-Ostsee-Kanai gelegten Breiten-
grad bis z.ur Verbindungslinie zvischen
dcn Leuclitturn Billk und den Marine-
Eirrennal Laboe
von der bei der Eafeneinfahrt nach Papen-
bur6 Iber die Ens gehenden Verbindungsli-
nie zyischen den Diereer Sch6pfverk und deo
Deichdurchlaas bei IIaIte bis zur Eafeneia-fahrt Emden
von der Eisenbahnbrtcke in Brenen bis
Brake (U:rterweser-kn 4J). etnechlieesllcbder iicb'-'nrrne liiej.ne Ueser, Rekunel-Ioch,
l{ester5.ete und Rechter Nebenarn
Heser
Irega
llante
iec':E
?',.*,r
t
.LU:e
Schuinge
3:c:-brlrger
pr.ieI
C:;te
Pinnau
i'-riickau
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rron der Einfahrt in den Vorhafen der Sec-
schl,,euse von Lcer bia zur Mllndung
von llafen OldenburS und Yon 2OO n unter-
hal-h .ler Analienbrtlcke Ln Oldenburg bie
zur Milndung
von cler Eisenbahnbrllcke I'a Brene'n-Burg
bis aur liilndung
von Sperrtor bei Brrxtehudc bie lun Eetc-
Spe.:'rrerk
von Cer !'tllhLe 25O a oberhalb del' Stra'E6€rr
bri!:;ke an Marschdanrn in Eorneburg bie zun
Lf,hc-Sperr';erk
von ier !\rssgingerbrilcke unterhalb der
G?lrlenstqrnbastion in Stade bie zua
Schrringc-Spemwerk
s:iir
Ir icr
]lcri,-Ostsee-Kanal'
ir.ieler F6rCe
l:a're
Schlei
Hafen- von den Schleusen bei FreiburgAlbe bia
zur Hilndung
voro liilhlenwehr Brener:v6rde bie zun Oste-
Spe:rrwork
voa dcr Sisenbahnbrtlcke I'n Pinaeberg bie
zum Pinnau-gperrYerk
von der llasserptlhle Ln Elnsbora bl'g ztrn
Krtlckau-Sperrvork
vori Pege1 Renaing bie zun St6r-SPErnerk
vorr GieseJ.aukanal. bie zun Eider-Spernrerk '
';
vorr der Verbinclung;slinie zrischen den Mo-
1-e::,k5pft:n in Brunsblttel bis zu' der Ver-
birr<lungl;Linie sltischen Cen EintahrtEfeu-
e.bn in t'-ie1-Ilol"tetat rit Schir!auer Seet
:Bclgstetiter Scel Aullorfer See, Obereider-
seer nit Snge, Lchterwehrer Schiffahrts-
kartal und Flerhuder See
biluenvErts dr:s dur:h das nErdliche El'n-
falrrtsfeuer zuia lfor'l-Ostsee-Kanal geleg-
tert Breitengraclee
vott der Eisenbahnbrlcke und, Eolstenbr{lcke(S1:adttrave) in Lf,beck bis zur Verbin-
du:rgelinie dcr beidcn Susseren Molenkdpfe
be:L trc,vcnltnde roit den P6tenitzer tliek
unrl den Dascolrer See
bil:nenwXrts dor Verblnctuagsllnie der
l{o.[enkiip fc Schleiotlnde
REPUBLIOUE FRANCAISE
Seine I traval du pont Jeanne drArc A Rouen
Garonne et Glronde a tfaval du pont de pierre a Bordeaux
RhOne i lraval du pont Trinquetaitl.e A Arles et au-d6Ll
vers ltlarsei t Ie
KONINKRIJK DER NEDERLANDEN
Dol, tard
Eems I
t,laddenzee y compris tes [iaisons avec [a mer du Nord
rJssetmeer, y compris [e f.larkermeer et [ | IJmeer, mais a
Irexception du Gouwzee
tlaterweg de Rotterdam et [e Scheur
Hot[ands Diep
Haringvtiet et Vulte Gat y compris [es voies navigabLes situ6es entre
Goeree-0verftakkee, dfune part, et Voorne-putten
et Hoekse l,laard, drautre part
He L Iegat
Vo t ke rak
Kramer
Grevetingen et Brouwe.ih.r"nr" Gat y compris toutes Ies voies navigabtes
situdes entre Schouwen-DuiveIand, drune part, et
Goeree-0verf takkee, drautre part
Keten, ltlastgat, Zi jpe
Escaut orientaI et Roompot y compris les vclies navigabLes situ6es entre
t.laIcheren, BeveIand-nord et BeveLand-sud, drune gart,
et Schouwen-Duivetand et Tho[en drautre part, AIrexception du canaI Escaut-Rhin
Escaut et Escaut occidental et son embouchure dans [a mer
y, compris Les voies navigabLes situ€,es entre ta
' Flandre zdetandaise, drune partret hlalcheren et
Bevetand-sud drautre part, A trexception du
canaI Escaut-Rhin.
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c-lj.tP-TER. rr
CLASS l3
ROYAUME DE BELGIOUE
Escaut f'larit ime
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND
Donaq
Rhein
E Lbe
REPUELIOUE FRANCAISE
Rhin
(en avaL de ta rade drAnvers)
von KeLheim (km 414160 bis zur deutsch-
6strerrei chischen Grenze
vorr deutsch-schweizerischer Grenze
bisi zur deutsch-niederLSndischen Grenze
von der EinmUndung des ELbe-Seiten-KanaLs bis
unl;eren Grenze des Hamburger Hafens
I
KONINKRIJK DER NEDERLAf,IDEN
Catdgorie B
Sneekermeer, koevorclermeer, Heegermeer, FLuessen SLotermeer, fieukemeer,
BeuLakkerwijde, BeIterwijd,r, Ramsdiep, KeteLmeer, Twartemee?, VeLuwemeer,
Eenmeer, ALkmaardermeer, GtutJZ€er Bujten IJ, afgestoten IJ, NoordseekanaaL,
port drljmuiden, domaine pcrtuaire de Rotterdam, Nieuwe MaaS, Noord, Oude
Maas, Beneden Merwecle, Nieuwe Merwede, Dordtsche Kit, Boven Merwede, t.laatn
BijLandsch KanaaL, Etoven Rijn, Pannersdensch KanaaL, GeLdersche IJsseL,
Neder Rijn, Lek, CarraL Amsterdam-Rhin, Veerse Meer, canaL Escaut-Rhinjusqure lrembourchure dans te VoLkerak, Amer, Bergsche Maas, La Meuse en avaL
de VenLo.
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g,[{trE_E_lrl
CLASS
-EqIAggq_gE_B€!9Lggg
Tout [e r6seau betge, r Irexception de [a voie de r.a classe B
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND
ll[.:::lesh,asserstrassen, ausser denen der Ktasse A und B und dem
REPUBLIOUE FRANCAISE
Tout [e rdseau frangais a r,rexception des voies des cLasses A et B
ltj; ;:"rige rivieren, Kanaten en meren, nied genoemd onder vaargebied
REFUBI-ICA ITALIANA
Fiume po : da pitcenza atla foce
canatc Mitano: 
-crenona 
- diume po 
- tratto terminate, cottegatoa[ po, di km 15
Fiume f{incio : da Mantova, Governoto at po
l
rdrovia Ferrarese :. dat 'po (pontelagoscuro), Ferrara a porto Garibatdi
canatidi Brondoto e di vaLr.e: dat po di Levante atta Laguna di venezia
canate Fissero 
- Tartaro 
- canar.bionico: da Adria ar, po di Levante
Litoranea Veneta : dat[a Laguna di Venezia a Grado
GRAND:DUCHE DU LIjXEMBOUES
trlose [ [ e
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estabLish:Lng technical reguiremencts
for inlLandl watenraY vesseLs
AJ$NH( 
- 
Ir
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c)
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CHAPTCR 1
Te rmi no Logy
For the purposes of this Directive and the Annexes thereto:
"vesseIrt means an inLand uaterway vesse[1
"ordinary polrered vesseL" means any vesseI intended for the carriage
of goods, not bejng a tanker vesseL, buiLt to navigate independent[y
under its own motive poue.r;
"pouered tanker" means any vesseL intended to carry goods in fixedtanks and buiLt to navigate independentLy under its own motive power;
"poHered vesseL" means an ordinary polrered vesseI or a powered tanker;
"tug" means any vesseL speciaLLy buit to performing toning;
"pusher" means any vessel speciaLLy buit to propet a pushed train of
c taft;
"pusher tug" means any vessel speciar.Ly buit to perform touing and pro-peL a pushed trajn of craft;
"dumb barge" means any vessel, not being a tank barge, jntended forthe carriage of goods and buiLt to be , and traving:
-either having no motive power of its own,
-or having onIy sufficient motive porrer to perform short manoeuvres;
"tank barge" means any vesseL intended for the carriage of goods infixed tanks and buj[t to be towed, and having :
-either having no motive mower of its own;
-or having onLy sufficient motive pohrer to perform short manoeuvres;
"barge" means a dumb barge or tank barge;
"ordinary [ighter" means any vessel intended for the carriage of goods,
not being a tank lighter, bui Lt or speciatly modified to be pushed,
and having :
-either having no motive power of its own;
-or having onIy sufficient motive power to perform short manoeuvres
when not part of a pushed train of craft;
"tank lighter" means any vessel intended for the carriage of goods infixed tanks, buitt or speciaLLy modified to be pushed, ind haiing :
-either having no motive pouer of its own;
-or having on[y sufficient motive poHer to perform short manoeuvres when
not part of a pushed convoy;
a)
b)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
k)
t)
i)
m)
n)
'2-
"ship-borne Lighter" means a pushed Lighter buiLt to be carried aboard
sea -going vesseLs and to navigate on inland wateruays;
,'Lighter,,means an ordinary Lighter, tank Lighter or ship-borne L'ighter;
,,passenger boat" means any vessel bui[t and fitted out to carry more than
tweLve passengers;
q),,fLoating equipment" mears any fLoating structure carrying mechanicaI
'instaLLations and intended for work on waterways or in ports, e'9' a
dredger, eLevator, sheer-'Legs or cran
"fIoating estabLishment" means any fLoating instaLLation not normaLLy
intended to be moved, e,g, a swimming baths, dock, jetV or boat-house;
,,fLoating instatLationn nteans a raft or any other structure, object or
assembLy capabLe of navillation not being a vesseL or fLoating equipment
or estabLi shment;
t) "wheelhouse" means the space in which aLL the gear necessary for controL-
Ling the vesseL is instal'Led;
u) "engine room" means the:;pace in which the propuLsion machinery and
auxi Lari es are i nsta L Led,;
"accommodatiOn" means an:/ Space intended fOr the uSe Of persons normaLLy
Living on board, qr of p6ssengers, and incLudes the gaLLey, storage space
for piovisions, tqi Lets ilnd wishing faci Lities, Laundry faci Lities,
Landings and gangwaysr but not the wheeLhouse;
,'pLane of maximum draugh'!" means the waterpLane corresponding to the
maximum draught at which the vesseL is authorized to navigate;
"freeboard" means the distance between the pLane of maximum draught and
a paraLLeL plane passing through the Lowest point of the side deck or,
in the absence of a sidi deck, the Lowest point of the upper edge of
the hul. L pLanking or PLat'ing;
,'safety distance" means the distance between the pIane of maximum draught
and thi paralLeL plane passing through the Lowest point above which the
vesseL 'i s not regilrded as uaterti ght.
o)
p)
r)
s)
v)
w)
x)
y)
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CHAPTER 2
Requi rements reLating to shipbui Ldjng
VesseLs must be
practice; their stabi Lity
i ntended.
ArticLe 2.01
a;FrG-
constructed in accordance with good shipbuiLding
must accord with the use for which they are
ArticLe 2.02
---F'uI-
2.02.1 The huLL must be sufficientLy strong for aLt stresses to uhich it
is subjected under ncrmaI conditions.
?.O2.? lrfater intakes and outLets and pipes connected to them are consider-
ed watertight if they are made in such a uray that any unintentionaL ingress of
water into the vesseL is impossibLe.
2.02.3 Watertight buLkheads extending to the deck or, in the absence of
a deck, to the upper edge of the hu[[ pLanking or pLating must be instaLLed
as foLLows :
a) a col-Lision buLkhead at an appropriate distance from the stemi
b) in vesseLs whose Length overaLL is over 25 mrastolr bu[khead at an
appropriate distance from the stern.
2.02.4 The accommodation, engine and boiter rooms and any working spaces
fcrrming part of them nust be separatd from the hoLds in a watertight manner.
2.02.5 Any compartment not normalLy hermeticaliy sealed during a voyage
shatL be capabte of being pumped dry. It must be possibLe to pump out each
compartment separateLy.
?.02.6 There must be no accommodation forward of the coLLision buLkhead.
Accommodation must be separated from the engine and boiter rooms by gas
tight bulkheads and direct[y accessible from the deck. ]fhere there is no
such access, there shaLL be an emergency exit Leading directLy onto the deck.
2.02.7 There must be no watertight boLted openings in the bulkheads re-
quired under subsections 3 and 4 above. ltlanhotes are permitted, however, in
buLkheads other than the coLLision bulkhead, on condition that they are
boLted in a uatertight manner. Hatchways in the stem buLkhead and openings
for prope[[er shafts, piping, etc., are permitted when they are constructed
in such a manner as not to affect the effectiveness of the butkheads and
other partitions betueen spaces.
Z.O?.E By way of derogation from subsections 5 and 7 above, the stem
compartment may communicgte with an engine room by means of a readi[y
accessibIe seLf-cIosing drain instaILation.
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ArticLe 2.03
Heati ng, coolTiffifri gerat i on app t i ances
2.03.1 The heating, cooking and refrigeration equipment together vith their
accessories, must be so designed and instalLed that it is not dangerous even
in the event of overheating. It shalL be so instalted that it cannot overturn
or be moved accidentaILy.
2.03.2 t{hen the equipment referred to in subsection 1 vhich uses liquid
fuel may be operated onty with fuels uhose flashpoint is above 55oC.
2.03.3 By uay of derogation from subsection 2 above, cooking appLiances and
heating and refrigeration aprpIicances fitted nith burners with wieks and uorking
on commerciaI par'affin may tre permitted in the accommodation and uheelhouse,
subject to the capacity of the fuet tank not exceeding tuetve [itres.
?.O3.4 The instalLations referred to in subsection 1 above may not be inst
instaLled in spaces or engine rooms in uhich category K1s or KIn or K2 eub-
.€tancess or substances of C1irss IIfa of the ADIIR are stored. or used.
No fLues from theSe instaLl-ations may pass through the said spaces
or engine rooms.
2.03.5 The intake of ai r necessary for combustjon must be ensured. No
cIosing devices shouLd. be fitted on venti Lation fans-
?.03.6 Heating and cooking appLiances must be secureLy connected to the
ftues. The fLue pipes must be in good condition and fitted with suitab[e caps
or devices affording protection from the wind. The fLues of heating instat-
Lations must be arranged in such a manner as to Limit the possibi Lity of
obstruction by combusllion products and to permit cteaning.
2.03.7 Vents must be fitted above the outtets of refrigeration appLiances
norking on Liquid fueL.
ArticLe 2.04
Heating uitE-imLs having a flashpoint above 55oC
2.04.1 Att apptiances must be so buiLt that they can be Lighted without
the aid of another combustible [i.quid. They must be fixed over a metal drip
pan with sufficient ciapacity to prevent an accidentaL overflov of fuel and
equipped with a devic,: to prevent Leaks in the event of the ftame accidentatty
going out. tilhere the'fueL tank and the appLjance are separate, the drop
betueen the tank and the burner feed may not exceed that Laid down in the
manufacturerts operat'iong instructions. The tank must not be ctose to a
ftame. It must be possibte to interrupt the ftow of fueL from the deck.
Fue[ tanks ,rith a capacity of over tweLve titres must not be
instaI Let inside accommodation.
?.04.2 l,lhen an apptiance is instaLLed in an engine room, the conditions
governing its instaItation nrust be posted.
they must
Iess than
t{here apptiances rrith a naked fLame are instalLed in an engine room,
be ptaced above 
" 
leak-rproof pan with side uatts extending not
0.20 m above the { [oor.
../..
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?'o4'3 NaturaL-draughi. apptiances are not be permitted in an engine roomuntess their capacity is less than 3OOO ioui.iA. Induction equipment mustbe so designed that the machinery can fuictiorirtttort loss of outgrt. arl
ffiJ:ilf"lrausht equipment must bi fitted yith a device to-preveit drausht
2'04'4 Forced-draught equipment must be fitted yith a device that automa-ticatty stops the ftov of fuei vr,"n ite trppiy'it air necessary for combus-tion is interrupted.
heating apptiances mounted in an enginefrom the engine room nust also meet the
?.O4.5 Forced-draught centrat
fo9! or a compartment accessibLefottoning requirements :
a) during start-up, the fan must initiaLLy function alone to ensure thatthe boiler is rrelL ventiLated;
b) there must be a thermostatic device to
c) the fuet must be ignited automaticalty
d) it must be possibte to stop the fan and
e) if the centrat heating appLicance is ininstalted that no fLame from the burner
and that the operation of the machinery
combustion ai r;
f) uhere uarm-air heating appLiances are instalLed in the engine room, theair intakes must be connected to ducts l""Jtng to the open air.
Artic[e 2.05
sofTiiTu-6 rTiEEt i ng
2'05'1 Except uhere the heating equipement is instatted in a compartmentconstructed of fire-resistant matiriaLs'and specificaLty J"rigied to housea boiter, sotid fuet heating apptiances rurt-[" ptaced on a-mJlat plate(l'ith raised edges), or simllar protective device, to ensure that no burningfuet or hot cinders far.I on materiats tiaur.e-to catch fire.
2'05'2 SoLid fuet heatlng appLiances must be fitted nith thermostaticcontrots to regutate the fLor of comUustio;-.;;.
2'05'3 A means by rhich cinders can be quickty doused must be pLaced inthe vicinity of each heating appLiance.
Articte 2.06
Engine anTT'6TIffiims and bunkers
2'06'1 Engine and boiter rooms must be so arranged that it is easy andsafe to controt and maintain the instattations in them.
2'06'? Liquid fuel or lubricating oit bunkers may not have common yaLtsyith the accommodation.
?'06'3 The waLlsr ceitings and.doors of engine and boi[er rooms andbunkers must be of steet or-equatty fi."-."ri'liant materiar..
'?'06'4 Engine and boiter rooms and other areas in yhich inflammabLe ortoxic gases may be,evolved must be 
"J"qu"t"ti'rJntitated.
regulate the fueL fLow;
by piLot flame or any other means;
the burner fuel pump from the deck;
the engine room, it must be so
can reach other items in the space
cannot affect the ftow of
2.06.4 Engine and b'oi Ler
ioxic gases maY be evotved
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r^ooms and other areas in uhich inflammabte or
mirst be adequateLY venti [ated'
?.A6.5 Companionua)'s and Ladders providing access to engine 
and boi ter
rooms and bunkers must be perman""itl "tti*"6 and made 
of itee! or an other
equaLLy st.ong 
"nd fire-resistant 
materia['
2.06.6EngineandlroiLerroomsmusthavet},oexits,oneofwhichmay
be an emergency exit'
2.06.TThemaximumpermissibLesoundpressureLevetintheengineroom
is 110 dB(A). lrreasurirng points mi.i-u"-.'ttot"n having regard to the
maintenance necessary when the i;;i"aLat'ion is operating normaLLy'
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CHAPTER 3
Steering gear and yheeIhouse
Artic[e 3.01
GeneraI
1.01.1 Every vessel must be equiped uith reLiabLe steering-gear-inctuding uhere necessary, a bow rudder - which ensures good-minoeuvrabitity,having regard to the use and principat dimensions of the vesseL.
3.o1.? The steering gear must be so designed that the rudder cannot
change position when not intended to do so.
Articte 3.02
Effectiveness of the steering gear
3.02 The steering gear must comply-with the folLowing requirements as toperformance :
a) uhere the steering gear is manuaLty operated, one complete turn of thehand. rheel must correspond to at least 30 o?'rudder 
"ng[".
b) where the steering gear is fut[y powered, it must be possibLe to obtainan average rate of 40 of rudder deftection per second through the entirerudder arc when the rudder is fulLy immersed and with the vessel at futL
speed.
c) vhere the steering gear is provided with power assistance gear (power
assistance gear suppLementing a mahua[ main steering gear) it must bepossibLe to achieve an average rate of 30 per second of rudder defLection(though the arc 30o on either side of the neutrat position of the rudder
when it is fu[ty immersed and with the vesseL at futt speeo.
d) where fuLLy pouered steering gear is piovided tJith a second, manualLy
operbted control2 the Latter must at teast permit the uersel to proceedto a mooring at reduced speed.
Arti cLe 3.03
Genera L dEFd;TequT rement s
3.03.1 The entire steering gear must be designed constructed andinsta[ted so as to aLLon for permanent transuerie [ists of up io 15o and
ambient temperatures of up to 4OoC.
3.03.2 The parts comprising the steering gear must be so dimensioned:
- as to withstand a[[ the maximum stresses to which they nitt be subject innormat operating ooncl.itionsg and
- that when outsid.e foraes aot on lhe slrstery.ir 
"T exceptionar. manner (".s.in the event of tbe vessel touchint-#ildl-ir,"r" effeots are ao worsethan clefornatlon 
-or, shourcl. the ruda6r 
"To6r.-iracture, 
-i[eil-ro"""" 
"*
be withstoodt b;r the'steerlng gear itseLf.
J.,
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Arti cte 3.04
Pottered steering gear
3.04.1 Hhere a vesseL is equipped rith powered steering gearr an
independent secondary' steer'ing system must be provided in order to ensure
manoeuvrabi Lity ,i1[o,ut detily if the main gear breaks doun.
3.04.2 Pouered steerring gr:ar must be fitted uith an overload protection
device to timit the torque rlxterted by the drive'
3.04.3 Accidental cutting'-out or failure of the pouered steering gear
'must be indicated-Ut uisual and audibLe signats at the steering station'
Articte 3.05.
tingagement ofrhe secondarY drive
3.05.1 If the secondary drive does not engage automaticatty folLouing the
faiture of the main driui, it must be possibLe to engage it by hand imme=
diatety and simpiy *litt ifie rudAer in any position. The number of manipu-
tations to be carrierJ out must notexceed tuo, and they must be capabte of
being performed, bY one Person.
3.05.2 It must be possibLe to complete engagement in tess than five
seconds. rt musi Ue icosgibte to estabLish fiom the steering station vhich
drive instaltation is in use.
Arti cte 3.06
fr'anffi-dFi ve
3.06.1 If the independent secondary drive is manuat'i't must be engaged
automaticaIty or u"-."pabLer of being engaged immediatety from the steering
station in the event of ther pouered drive cutting out of faiting. CLaw
clutches are permitted only uhere they are not subject to torque during
engagement.
3.06.2 The pouer drive mttst not actuate the hand rheet; there shatL be
a devi ce to prevent the re'l:urn of the hand wheef for any rudder when the
manua[ drive is engaged au1:omaticalLy'
Articte 3.07
ilanua it ty oF6F5te-aut i c dri ve
3.07.1 trlanuat[y oprerated hydraulic steering gear is an installation in
,r,t.r, the rudder is driven by a pump rhich in its turn is driven solely
by a manuaLLy operated sterlrlng wheeL (steering uheeL pump).
3.O7.2. lJhere the sole st,eering instaLLation is a manualty operated
hydrauLic systei itit" point 3.1 beton) it is not to be regarded as pouered
sieering geir jn thel sense of Article 3.04, requiring an independent secon-
dary steering systenn, provided that :
- the dimensioning, construction and Layout of the piping precludes
deterioration through mechanicat action of firei and
- the construction of the steering wheeL punp guarantees fautttess operating.
- uhere the main pump operates
must operate on the emergency
- uhere the main pump is drivenbe driven by no Generator.
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ArticLe 3.09
xlilErr-fiffiive
3'08'1 l{here the main steerilg^9:".. is tryrdp"o1ioal.ly operatcd whirst thesecondary steering is a manuau.y operated tildriu,r. system, the piping of
tlirlil'"t[v operated svstet rr.t Le separ.ai; iror thit of'the main instaL-
rt must be possibLe to operate the main instatlation uithout usingthe steering rheet pump of the secondary instaLfati;;:---r'v" ''
3-08'a uhere both the main and secondary drive are hydraulic, the respec-tive pumps must be driven independentti, !.J.;--
- rhere the main pump is powered by the main en-engine, the secondary pumpmust be eIectricatty driven;
on the main etectric circuit, the secondary
ci rcui ti
by nol generator, the secondary pump must
3-08-3 Hhere the secondary pump. is driven by an emergency engine .'hichdoes not operate continuousiy'ntritst the vesseL is in motion, a bufferdevice must be instar.r.ed to irive the pump rr,iirt the emergency engine is
3'08'4 The tvo instaLlations must have separate pipes, vatves controts,etc' Neverthetess, where the independnt rrii.iioning of the two instaLLationsis ensured, they may have common components.
frticte 3.09
. Etectric drive
3'09'1 tilhere both the main and secondary instar.Lations are etectricaLLypowered, the respective feed and contro[ lyrl"rr must be independent of eachother. Each instattation must have its oun motor.
3.09.2 llbere the_secondarlr mot_or is-fed, tf an au:cLliarJr qgjne whlch d.oesnot nur oontlnuously wr"t'tili-rr""re1. is il ilJtrorre a b'ffer d.evice mustl;.t""**led' to ariire'-trre-""Joia""y notor *fiirJi the auxiliary engine is run
Artlole 3.1.0
3'1o 'There z"en-ote oontrol' of-nrdd.er and, voitb,.scbncider propellers ieeLeotrloal'r hv'draulin o" greuniiis itereiisi-i" t*o inclepen&eni controlsvstems between the steering, ;aiid-;i ifr "n*p,.rsio  instar.lation.
where there a,:ne, tro or nore. indrpodeert progrrsion instarlatloag,no secmclartrr lad'epait'at ooartrol systcp rl refiired as lorg as the vessel -;;lilffi. "urri oi eni lv nanoer^rr;bi" i; 
- fi.-;;;;Tr oo" o i -if; 
"1'Jt "u"r i or,"
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ArticLe ?'1'l ..
Remote-controL instaL Latlons
3.11 Remote-controL insterLLations, incLuding those outside the wheeL-
house, must be p".t.n.ntLy al'fit.a. tl[.te such inttaLLations can be suitched
otf, indicators trri U" proviOeO-io show whether the equipement is "on" or
"off".
ThearrangementandactuationofthecontrrrLsmustbeconsonant
uith their function.
ArticLe 3'12
Rud,Jer+oloo di cator
3.1? The position of the rudder must be cLearLy perceivabLe from the
steeringstation;ifrrecess",.yu_."LiabLeindicatormustbeprovided.
ArticLe 3'13
stFTifrGFtance
3.l3.lsteeringass.istanceinstaLLationsarepoh,er-assiStance
instaLLations fiitea'in addition to manual'Ly operated main steering gear'
3.13.2 trlhere auxi Li6ry steering gear is used, the connections between
the principat and.auxiLiary tt""iiig-gear shouiA U" such that a considera-
bLe increase in the manual {orce apitieO to the steering wheeL'is not
necessary
3.13.5 In addition to the foregoing, steering assistance gear must meet
the foLtowing requirements :
(a) steering assistance geat'must be capabLe of being engaged or disengaged
at the steering station wittr tr,e rudder in any position. The "on" and
"off'positioni nrust be ctear[y indicated'
(b) ELectri caL, hydraruti c atrd pneumati c connecti ons betuleen the assi stance
gear and the manuaLLy olreral"J t".ttnicaL main steering gear must not
compromir" in"-fip".itv'of the main gear to be put into operation
immedi"t"fy.gther faiiures of steering assistance gear must not cause
the main system to fai t or jam'
(c) al"L eLements of existing steering assistance
in.o.po."ted l.atilr must meet the requirements
in section 3 above.
gear and any neh, eLements
for steering gear set out
3.13.4 The rudder position indicator must function both for the main and
the secondarY steering gear'
3.13.5 The requirements set out in this ArticLe aLso appLy when steering
assistance gear i. inti"fLed after the btliLding of the vesseL'
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Arti c Le 3.14
Unobstructed view
3.14 The view in aLL directions from the steering station must besuff i ci ent Iy unobstructed.
. 
AfticLe 3.15
Acousti c pressure
3'15 under normal operating conditions, the sound pressure tevet of thenoise made by the vesset must iot exceeu z6 oa (A) at the hetmsmanrs headposition.
Artic[e 3.16Etectri cal coilEiEnffiT steering gear
3'16'1 The nominat rating of the motors must correspond to the maximumtorque of the steering geai. rn the case of tyo."rric instattiiros, tnenomina[ rating of the diive motor must be rr.[r a, to ensure maximum outputfrom the pump at maximum pressure in the instaLiation (safety valve setting)having regard to the eff it.ienci of the purn;: ---
3'16'2 trrotors must meet at teast fotLowing requirements :
(a) Powened steering''gear for internittent operation :
- ltlotors of etectro-hydrauLic drives and associated converters must bedesigned for continuous duty with intermiii;n; loading and a 15lo dutyfactor. A ten-minute duty cycte is to be assumed.
- ltlotors for etectricat[y powered steering gear must be designed for inter-mittent operation without being affectei 6y-it" start-up process and a157, duty factor- A ten-minute iuty cycLe i. to u. assumed.
(b) Steering gear with continuous pouer demand
Such gear must be designed for continuous operation.
3.16.3 The drive circuits and contror. circuits may be protected ontyagainst short circuits- The control circuits-rrrt be protected againsttuice the maximum rated current of the eLectri.-.ircuit; the rating of theprotective devices must be not [ess than 6 A.
3-16.4 The motor suppr.y cabLes must be protected as folLows :
trfhere fuses are used, their rated current must be two steps higher thanthe rated current of the motors, but not more than 160% of the raterl currentin the case of motors for inter;ittent or shortjperiod operation. Ihe short_circuit instantaneous trip of circuit-breakers must not be set for a ratedcurrent axceeding te'times the rated current of the drive motor.
3.16.5 t{here there are thermaL trip switches in the circuit_breakersthey must either be nendered inoperative or set to twice the rated currentof the motor.
;
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3.16.6
devi ces
For the eLectric equ'ipment the foItoning monitoring and indicating
must be Provided :
(a) a green pi Lot tight indicilting that the insta[|.ation is functioning;
(b)aredpiLottightuhichc()mesonuhentheinstattationbreaksdown,
isaccjdentatLydi$connecteo,utrenthee|.ectricmotorisoverloadedor
uhenonephaseofathre"-pr.".".''upptvfaiLs.Anacousticsignatmust
sound at the same time as the red iight comes on- uhere supp[y is
exctusiu"ty uil"'.ii:.uit:ur.ri..r, phise fai lure monitoring is not
requi red.
3.,16.7 Uhere the rudrjer pos'ition indicator is electricat it must have 
an
independent current suPPLY'
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CHAPTER 4
FREEBOARD, SAFETY DISTANCE AND
Arti c Le 4.01
tej-ffiifrorrs
DRAUGHT fqARKS
In this chapter :
(a) 
"Lenght L" means the maximum tenght of the hutt excluding rudder andbowspri t;
"amidships" means haLf way along the Length L
a device or structurar. nnit is deemed ,,sprayproof and weathertight,,if
*^:::f:.conditions-it-.iiorc Jnry " u".y-.il"ii qr"ntity of waier to
Artic Le 4.02sE-fe ce
The minimum safety distance shaLL be :
(a) for doors and openings other than hatches, which can be ctosed in asprayproof and weathertight manner : 0.15 n;
(b) for doors and.openingsrother than hatches, rlhich cannot be ctosed in asprayproof and weathertight manner : 0.20 m;
(c) for hatches which can be cr-osed in a sprayproof and weathertightmanner : 0.30 m;
(d) for hatches which cannot be closed by speciar. devices, or are not closed(open hoLds) :0.50 m
Arlict e 4.03
r reeboard
There must be sufficient freeboard to ensure compliance with the safetydistances; it may not be negative.
. ArticLe 4.04
DrausFffims
4-04-01 The maximum draught tevel must be so determined as to ensurecompliance with the requirements 
". 
io t[" ii"iium safety distance at thesame time, uhitst.ensuring that this r.evet ."nnot at any point be higherthan the side deck s, o?, in trr" absence or ,iJ"-oecks, the upper edge of thehulI ptanking or pLatini.
(b)
(c)
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4.O4.2 The max.imum rJraught LeveI must be inrli cated by cLearly visible
indeLibIe draught marks'
4.04.3 The draught marks rrust consist o'f a rectangle 0'30 m Long by
0.04 m high with-ii, U.ru frorizoniaL-and crcinciding with the maximum draught
teveL authorizea in-ttis ann€lx. These marks may be c;ombi.ed with others
required under other reguLations'
4.04.4EveryVessetsmusthaveatLeastthreepairsofdraughtmarks,
one pair amidships and the or:her! ;;p;;;;;aiivetv'one-sixth of the vesseLrs
i"^git from bow and stern re:;pectiveLy'
Houever,
- in the case of vesserLs und,3r 40 m, in Lenght two pai rs of marks about
on-quarter of trre vesseLrs Length from hrow and stern respectiveLy suffice;
- in the case of vessels not intended for the carriage of goods' one 
pair
oi marks roughLy am'idsh'ips suf f i ce'
4.04.5 fr|arks or in.formation which case:i to be valid as a result of fresh
survey must be ."mov"d on marked as no Longer valid under the supervision
of the cert i f i cati ng iautho ri ty. trJhere f or anv reason a draught mark
disappears, it may be replaced only uno"r the supervis'ion of the certifica"
ting authoritY.
4.04.6 uhere a vessel hasr been measurerc in accordance with the conventiot''r
on the measurement of inLancl n"i".n"y ves'seLs and the pLane of the measure-
ment pLat", r"ui, the requi.ements of ttt'ls Regutation, the measurement
plates may be 
"i."pi"6., "rr.aLiernative 
to diaught marks' this must be
mentioned in the survey cerl:ificate'
Arti cLe 4"05
5-F5f66Giltes
4.05.J. Any vesset whose rJraught may attairr
on each :iide towards the str?fhi it may bears
1 m must bear draught scales
additionaL draught scaLes'
4.05,2 The zero point of each draught scale must [ie vertica[ty below
the draught scate in a pLacr, pu."ii"[ to, the pLane of rnax'imum draught,
passing thnougn ifre Lowest point of the truLL or of the keeL, if any' The
verticaL distance above zero must-be gracluated in decimetres" From the
Light draught prane up to 10 cm.above thtl pLane of maximum draught Level
these graduation, t,',i be marked Uy Lines. punched in or engraved and
pa.inted in two alterrrating coLours in such a r''ay as to be cLarLy visibte"
The raduation rr,itL be ilarked by figures down.the sides of the scaLe
al- Least every 5 Jec'imetres and at the trlp of the scaLe'
4.05.3 the two rear measurement scaLelsr aFFLied pursuant to paragraph'"'
of the abovemention"a Converntion may take the pLace of draught scaLes'
provided that they are gracluated in accordance with tbe above requinements
and, whe.. n"..rli.ir-tigur.es indicating the draught are added-
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CHAPTER 5
TIIACHI NER Y
Arti c Le 5.01
Gene ra I
5'01' 1 AIL machinery and associated instaLLations must be designed,constructed and instaLLed in accordance with the rules of good engineeringpractice.
5'01' 2 Boilers and other pressure vesse[s and their accessories must
n'"XBl! iirtJJ,,t?"tt!?'i##t'"ful,Xrtl.,{"rt::. ilate issuins the certiricate,
5'01' 3 Main and secondary machinery running on fueL with a fLashpointbetow 55oC is prohibited.
Neverthetess, engines providing power for anchor winches, ships!9ats and portable motor pumps may run on fuel with a ttastrpoini u"to,550c.
5'01' 4 starting aids using fueL with a flashpoint beLow 55oc are permit-ted..
ArticLe 5.02
Safety equipment
5.02. 1 ALI machinery must be
cientLy accessibLe for operatingpgrsonneI concerned.
instaLLed and mounted Bo as
and maintaining and as not
to be suffi-
to endager the
5'02' 2 The main. and-auriLiary machinery, the boiLers and atL accessoriesmust be fitted with safety devices conforring to the ru[es in force in theftlember State i ssui ng the certi f i cates
5'o2' 3 rt must a[so be possibLe to stop the motors driving pressure anddraught ventiLators from outside the space in wtrich they 
"."-ilstatLed.
Artict_e 5.03prop-e Gh-ani sm
5-03-'1 rt must be possible to start, stop and reverse the vesselspropeLLing mechanism quickLy and safety.
5'03' 2 t"fhere the propeLting mechanism is not controu.ed from the whee[-house whi[st the vessel' is under way, a reLiabte two-t.lay communicationsystem must be provided between the whee[house whiLst the vessel is under-way' a retiable tlJo-way communication system must be provided between thewheeLhouse and engine room.
ArticLe 5.04
einsin-Af;ffiTi Pes
5.04.01 Exhaust pipels passing through accommodation or wheeIhouse must
be enctosed in a sufficientty gasiigh[ jacket. The space between the jacket
and the exhaust pipe must communicate with the outside air'
5.04.02 ALL exhaust gaS must be evacuated from the vessel' ALL suitabLe
precautions must be talen to prevent noxious geses from entering the
various compartmentr. Erh.ust is from main engines uhich eject their gases
through or over the s'ide are prohibited'
5.04.03 Exhaust Pip'es must be sui tabLy ['agged' i nsuLated or cooted'
5.04.04 lfhere exhaust pipes are pass beside. or through inftammabLe
materiaLs the Latter must be protected by a sheet of insulating materiat
or any other appropriate del,ice providing effective insuLation'
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Articte 5-05
Tank:;, bun'[e-t-!iPing
must tre stored in tanks securety attached to the5.05.Ol Liquid fueL
hulL, or in bunkers-
5.05.02 Tanks and bunkers,, their piping and other accessories must be
so arranged and ilit.'O that neither fueL-nor gas can escape into the vesset"
5.o5.os Except in the casrl of tanks fiLted for daity consrrrp&ion, the
mouth of the fiLLing pipe o'f tanks and bunkers for Liquid fuels, must be on
itre aecr.The fifii"g pipe mrlst be provided with-means of ctosure' Every
tank and bunker rrr[ 'U"'fitted wit'h a venting pipe terminating in the
outside air above ther deck and so arranged that no water can enter it'
5.05.04 The tiquid fueL distribut'ion pipes must be fitted with a closing
device at the tank on bunker outLet'
In addition,, it must be possibte from the deck to stop the ftow
in pipes which direcitLy suppLy morors, boiLers and heating appLiances'
FueL pipes must not be exposed to the_harmfu[ effects of heat
and must be possibLe to inspect them along their entire [enght'
5.05.05 Sight tube gauges on Liquid fuet tanks and bunkers must be
adequatety proteci.O ig.ins impact damage, fitted with seLf-cLoging cocks'
"nU'U" connected 
to th; tarrks or-bunkers, at the upper end.
5.05.06 Liquid fuet tanks; and bunkers must be fitted with ports, having
Leaktight cLosures, to perntit cLeaning and inspection'
5.05.07 Tanks directLy suppLying the propetLing machine"y must be fitted
to a device whictr gives'a Visi6te-and audibte signat in the.wheeLhouse
.wfren the fueL tevel is no Longer sufficient for safe operation'
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5'05'8 with the exception of the installations referred. to in chapter B,no pipes for d'angerous ga'es or_rig*iasj p;ii""r""ry pipes under suohpressuro that arlv leak would. endanjer the'""""r'r"y i*'i""i"rr"a in theaooonnodatlon or Paslage? grving aooess to the'acclmnodation. Thls regulre-19! 1r"" ngt.applv to-pipEs cai.rying r.iqutd gas, to pipes for donestlcpupposes and to st-ea,n heaitng pipes.
Arti cte 5.06
Bi tge pumps
5.06. 1 The requirements of ArticLe 2.02.5 shaU. appty.
5.06. 2 creued vessels shau. be equipped vith at least one manuattyoperated biLge Pytp. Houever, vesseIs nhere the porer of the mechanicatpropulsion instaltation exceeds ?25 k|l and vesseLs of over 350 dyt must beequipped with tuo separate bitge pumps, at least one of which must be powered.
ilanuat[y operated biLge pumps are sufficient for watertightcompartments under 4m in tenght.
5.06.3 The inside diameter (d) of the biLge pipe must be at least :
The inside diameter (d*)
suction strainers must be
i) + 25 (in mm)
the branoh pipee connecting at the variousIeast:
d"= 1.5
of
at
\ \,/d = 2.0 \,/LCA + C) + 25 (in mm)
uhere :
L is the Length of the vessel between perpendiculars in m;
B is the moutded breadth of the vesset in m;
C is the moulded depth up to the.main deck in m, and
L is the tength in m of the corresponding rratertight compartment.
5.06.04 The capacity of the powered bitge
0.1 dz L /lti n.
The capacity of the auxitiary biLge
0.1 d ? ,r^rn, uhere d" refers to
compartment. a
The capacity of any manuail.y operated bi lge pump for use in onr.yone compartment must be at least :
pump must be at Least
pump must be at least
the longest natertight
0.1 daz L/min., nhere da refers to that compartment.-
?'p
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5.06.5 0nLy setf-priming bi Lge pump are permitted'
5.06.6 For every fLat..bottomed compartment over 5 m wide, there must be
at teast one suction strainer on 
"it'her side' tr'fhere the engine 
room is over
5 m Long there must be at Least two suction strainers'
5.06.7 It must be possible to drain the stern compartment from the engine
;;;;-by means of automaticaLL)' ctosing pipes (2'02'8)'
5.06.8 The bfanch drain pipers from the various compartments must be
connected to 
".lin by *."nr'9f non-return 
vaLves wh'ich can be c[osed'
compartments or othe| spaces fitted out for balLast need onty be
connected to the draining sysl:em by means of a simpLe shut-off device'
ArticLe 5'07
Lrfaste olfra- system
InstaLLations for.driaining engine room biLges must be so devised
that the oiL or oiLy water purnped 6rt i.ot the biLges remains on board'
A dynamic oiL separator shalL be instaLLed in the piping down
stream of the Oi'iee-punpp b., faiLing this, a static separator must be fitted
around each suction strainer'
These devices must be of a type approaved by the authority in the
frlember State which issued the certificate'
Articte 5.08-
t,Ji nches
5,08.1 Anchor winches must be provided for anchors over 50kg'
5.08.2 LJinches designed to be driven by power as h'eLL as manuaLLy must
be designed to ensure-that ttre pob,er driie can not set the manual drive in
mot i on.
Articte 5.99
Ves:;eLts intrinsic noise
The vesseLts intrin:iic no'ise tlhen underlway, particuLarLy noise
caused by the 
"ngin"-intake ilnd exhaust, 
must be muffLed by appropriate
means.
tjnder normaL operating conditions the vessetrs intrinsic noise'
measured Laterailv it a poin't i5m from the vesselrs side must not exceed
75dB (A)
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CHAPTER 6
ELECTRI CAL INSTALLATIONS
ArlicIe 9.01
rrene f a L
f;?l'ln.rl::."t"ttricaL instattations must compLv with the requirements of
6.01.? The foLtouing must be on board :
"' :,:il;illr"llotS;::llil;Sn,otasram checked and sisned bv the /competent
- the types and makes of machinery and appr.iances used;
- the types and cross_sections of'."Ul"ri--"
- aLL other particuIars essentiat for-in'"ra"..ment of compIianceuith safety requirements.
b) operating instructions for the e[ectricaI instar.tations;
6'01'3 Ar't etectricat instaL[ations must be designed, constructed andinsta[led to wi.thstand 
" 
p".r.""nt transverse tist of up to 15o andambient temperatures of up to +0" C.
Arti cte 6.02
Maxi mum permlffiG--vo ttages
6-02-1 The foltowing vottages must not be exceeded :
.t.
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' Nahrre of tngtal'Iatlon
I P""rorslble naxLtrun tollogu ,
thasc-ph,ilce
ol ternn tin6
currL'nt
Slngle-Phrse
alterrratin6
current
Jbuel and heEtlng lnsl:allatlcnt
includlng $enerar-prrllose oul;lctg
:Lg:*PffiXt"t ?l,lsr" 
I nc t u d i ns
Ortleta for ourrent 'luPPlY tr
rtlia-rt"ra appllances used ol olnnJljit"."-ii'Ioiiinta or tlanP netal-
;;;;;";.1 
"Pt""o 
other than bollerg t
trmkc:
l. in generet
2. uelng arr !'go1at$rg trantrfo:lcr
."""ine a aingle ePPl'larrce
both ri rcs of thrEse sysllens nutt
Ue-insutated frorm earth''
!. riere appllances rlth reinforocll)' ;;;;";i;-iieulatlon ara rised
Ortletg for current guPPlY t9 --
rt"ria-t"fA egulpcrent uaed ln bollera
anrd tanks.
|.
t
a
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6.02.? Subject to compIiance t.lith the. , prescribed safety measures, higher
voLtages are permissib[e :
(a) in instalLations for battery re-charging equipment, as the charging
process requi resl
(b) for machinery uhose capacity so requires;
(c) for spiciaL shipboard instaILations (e.9. radio instaLLationsrohd
ignition equipment).
ArticLe 6.03
shoffitiffins
6.03.1 I'lhere an etectricaL installation is fed by an on-shore source of
current, the cabLes must have a fixed connection on board or be equiped
uith permanent connection or uith current take-off devices.
Care must be taken to ensure that cabLes and thei r connections
are not subject to tensibLe Load.
6.03.? 0nLy fLexibLe cabLe insuLated by oi-resistant and fLame-retardant
sheathing shaLL be used.
6.03.3 If the lead-in voltage exceeds 50 V, the hu[L must be effectively
earthed. The pLug-in socket on the huLI must bear specia[ markings.
6.03.4 The majn svitchboard must incLude an indicator showing whether
the connection to the shore network is carrying current.
ArticLe 6.04Geneffibtors
6.04.1 Generators and motors must be so placed as to be readi [y accessi-
bte for inspection, measurements and repairs and as to prevent uater and/
or oiL from reaching the windings. Termina[ boxes must be readiLy acces-
s i b[e.
6.04.2 Generators driven by the main engine, propeLLer shaft or auxi[iary
set intended for another function must be des'igned for variations in the
number of revotutions which may occur in service.
Artic[e 6.O5Affiilffi
6.05.1 Accumutator must be of a design speciatty adapted for use on board
a vesset. CeLt boxes must be made of a check resistant materiaL that does
not easily eatch fire and be so made as to prevent any spiLlage of electro-
lyte when inclined 40o from the verticaL.
6.05.2 Accumu[aros must be secured so as not to shift with movements of
the vesset. They must not be so pLaced as to be exposed to excessive heat,
extreme co[d, spray, steam or vapour.
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They must be arrangted so as to be readi Ly accessibLe and so as to
ensure that any vapours they' give off cannot harm neighbouring appL'iances.
AccumuLator batteries may not be instaLted in the wheeLhouse or in
accommodation or hoIds.
AccumuLators..for ptritabIe appLiahces, however, nay be ptaced in
wheeLhousesand tiving quart€,rs.
6.05.3 Batteries requirin€l a power of more than ? klrf for charging (calcu
Lated from the maximum char€ting current and the nominaL voltage of the
battery) must be instal[ed in a room specificalLy set aside for them. If
placed on deck, they rmay aLso be encLosed in a cabinet.
Batteri.s y's,quiringr a power not exceeding Zkl'l for chargin may be
instatLed beLow deck in a cupboard or chest. They may atso be instaLLed in
the engine room or some other ueLL-ventitated pLace provided they are
protected against faLLing objects and dripping water.
6.05.4 The inte'riors of atL spaces cabinets, chests, sheLving and other
structuraL sub-assembLies specificaLLy set aside for batteries must be
protected against aggressive action of the etectroLyte by a coat of paint
or a [ining made of a materiaL resistant 1to the eLectrotyte.
6.05.5 Effective ventiLation must be provided when batteries are
instaLLed in a closed compartment, cupboand or chest. The air must enter at
the bottom and be dis,charged at the top so that totaL evacuation of the gas
is ensured. VentiLatircn ducts must not inr:tude devices capabte of obstructing
the ai r f Low (e.g. shrut-of f va[ve).
6.05.6 The required air fLow in Litres per lTour shaLI be caLculated by
the foLLowing formuLa :
Q = 110.J.n
J represents, jn arnpdres, one-guarter of the maximum current admissib[e
by the chargi ng rJevi ce
and
n represents the number of celLs.
6.05.7 With naturaL ventilation, the cross-sectionaL area of the ducts
must be appropriate to the air fLow required at vetocity of 0.5m/sec. It
must be not Less than 80cm2 for Lead-plate batteries and not Less than
120 cn? for alkaline batteries.
6.05.8 Where the required ventiLation cannot be obtained by naturaL air
f[ow, a fan must be prnovided, preferabLy having an exhauster with its motor
clear of the stream o'f gas or air.
SpeciaL devices must be provided to prevent gases from entering
the motor.
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Fans must be of a design and materia[ precLuding the production ofsparks through contact between a bLade and the fan casinj.nO ireventingeLectrostatic charges.
6.05.9 "No smoking" signs based on the sketch opposite and having adiameter of at Least 0.r0 m shaLL be posted on doors or covers of compart-ments, cabinets or chests containing batteries.
ArticLe 6.06
ELect ri clFiliGfrE6irds
6.06.1 sh,itchboards must be situated in accessibLe and weLl-ventiLatedplaces free from gaseous or acid emissions. They must be so arranged as tobe protected against joLting and against any untondnd incident caused byinc[ement weather, water, oi[, tiquid fuets, steam or vapour.
Switchboards must not be pLaced near sounding pipes or near thevents of Liquid-fueL tanks.
9.06.2 rn genera[, materiaLs used in the construction of switchboards musthave suitabte mechanicaL strenght and be durabLe and non-inftammabLe.They must not be hygroscopic.
6.06"3 t'lhen the voLtage exceeds 50 V :
a) sllitchboards whose current-carrying components are so arranged orprotected as to prevent accidental contact must be used;
b) an-insuLating mat or an impregnated wooden grating must be prov.ided;this shaIL not appLyr however, to disconneciing-switch paneis;
c) metaI parts of control-panel frames or substructures and metaL casingsof appliances must be carefuLLy eanthed.
6.06.4 ALL parts of switchboards, incLuding the connections, must bereadiIy accessibLe for inspection, maintenanie or repIacement and capabteof being disconnected.
6.06.5 Indicator pIates for aLL main or connected circuits, indicatingthe circuit concerr.ed, must be aff ixed to switchboards,
switches, pruss, +#*f*rLe protection
6.07.1 The whole instatLation, branch cables from the main suitchboard
and branch cables from the distribution paneL, must be capable of beingdisconnected by means of switches or automatic circuit-breaker which
simuttaneousLy switch off atL conductors carrying current.
l'lhere the current i s at 50 V or [ess, exceptions are permittedfor branch cables from distribution paneLs, particuiarty in thl case ofcircuits with individuaL switches for each appLiance.
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6.0?.? ALI generators and circuits must be protected against excess
current in any uneartherc pote or conductor. Automatic circuit-breakers
nith short-circuit and surge trips, or safety fuses of the seated type,
may Ue used for this pu,rpoie. Such eLectricaL protection devices must be
so instalted as to be adequateLy protected against joLting.
6.07.3 The requirements of Lrticte 3.16.3 must be met as regards the
protection of components of thre steering gear'
6.07.4 The "on" and "off" positions must be indicated on the cut-off
devices. This does not appLy tro Light s},itches handLing less than 10 A.
6.07.5 ALL switches and pLugs must be designed to disconnect att conduc-
tors simu[taneousLy. Lighting st{itches handting Less than 10 A may be
exempted except in the case o'l: the [jghting of damp areas.
6.07.6 Apptiances requiring a current of more than 10 A must be
connected to a sPeciat circuil:.
6.0l.T Cabtes must have a watertjght sheath which is fLame-retardant and
of a type normalLY used on sh'iPs.
gther types of cabLe may be used in the Living quarters on condi-
tion that they aie effe'ctivet:r protected and fLame-retardant.
CabLes must be protecte,d against aLL risks of damage in normal service
conditions' particutarty on drlck and in the holds'
6.02.8 f{oveable appLiances rnay under no ricumstances be fed by metaLsheathed
cab Les.
6.0Z.g CabLes and eqr.ripmentrt must be connected by means of sturdy and
durabLe devices which'prevent the connections from coming under tensi[e load.
Articte 6.08
Earthffi-r equipnent
Appropriate earth detector equipment must be provided for atI
unearthed circuits of over 50 V-
6.09.1 ALL tightjng appLiances shatt be so instal[ed that the heat they
emit cannot set fire tp nearby infLammabte objects or units.
6-09.2 In enctosed spaces in which accumutators are instatled or paints
and other highLy inftammabte sustances are stored, onIy tighting appLiances
presenting a Limited risk of expLosion shalL be used.
6.09.3 Lighting appLiances in engine and boi[er rooms must be distributed
betueen at teast two circuits.
Articte 6.09
Li ghti ng
Artic[e 6.10SignaI Lights
6'r0'1 The Light-controt suitchboard must be instaLLed in the ulheethouse;it must be capable of being fed uy a separate-caure from the main sritch-board.
6-r0-2 Each Iight must. be suppr.ied separater.y f rom the tight-contror.suitchboard and separateIy proiected and .ont.or.Led. Lights-iorming a groupmay be supptied by a single circuit on condition that t[e faiiure of anytight activates the ar.arm in the monitoring equipment.
6.r0.3 untess direct monitoring from the wheethouse is possibte, theLights must be monitored by means of tett-tar-e Lights, o.-ririlar devices,fitted on the controL panei in the vheeLhouse. n tautt in the teLL-taleI'ight must not affect the operation oi in"-iiir,t which it monitors.
%#
6-11-1 lrletat parts not current-carrying uhen in use, such as machineframes and casings, apptiances, fitting 
"na ".fessories, must be earthedif they are not already to tornt"d as fo be in effective metallic contactui th the .hut t.
6'11'2 ltletaL fittings and accessories and metar. sheaths of direct currentducts must be earthed at both ends at Least. Uh"." cables are mounted on woodor a pLastics substance, one earth connection wir.L suffi.". in atternatingcurrent operation, singte-conductor cables and ducts may ;;; be earthed atnore than one point.
6-11-3 rn instatLations uhere the vottage does not exceed 50 v,earthing nay be dispensed with.
6-11-4 I'lhere the vottage exceeds 50 v, the casings of mobi Le current-consuming apptiances, if not made of an insutating materiat or not protected,must be earthed through the connecting cabl-e uy'r""n, of an additionaLconductor not normaLLy carrying current.
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ArticLe 6.12
Eme rsencffi6TilTi3Fa L I at i on
The foL[oning are permitted as emergency pouer instaLIations :6.12.1
a) an auxi Liary set r.lith a fuet supply system independent of the mainengine and a separate cooling system, which in the event of failure ofthe main circuit, starts automalically or can be hand-started if it isinstatted in the immediate vicinity o? the,t""thouse or any otherstation continuousty manned by qualified personner, and is capabLe onits oun of covering current suppLy requirements uittr.in 30 seconds,or
b) an accumulator battery uhich automaticaU.y takes over the suppLy ofcurrent in the event of failure of the main circuit, or."n L" switchedon manuat[y from the wheethouse or any other station continuousIy
manned by quatifi.ed personnel, and is capabLe of suppLying itre risteocurrent-comming devices for the duration of the presc.lu"i perioouithout being recharged and rithout an inadmissibte drop in voltage.
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6.12.2 Auxi Liary sets, emengency batteries and the associated switch
gear may be instaiLed in tt" ingin" room but in this case as high as
possi bIe.
6.1?.3 As a minimum requirement, emergency power sources shaLL be
capabte of ensuring th"t, where manaatori and insofar as the instaLIations
do not have independertt emergency suppLiLs, the foLtowing eLectricaL
instaLIatjons can function simuLtaneousIy;
a) signaL Lights
b) sound signats
c) emergencY Lighting
d) radio telePhone
") g"n"r"L atarm, appropriate Loudspeaker or other 
emergency systems
f) emergencY fLoodLight
The Period for whic;h the emergencY
of functioning must be determined according
vesseL byt may not be tess l;han 30 minutes'
instaItation must be caPabte
to the intended use of the
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CHAPTER 7
EOUI PlIENT
Articte 7.01
Anchors, cEliiifrid-5'nchor cab Les
The number and weight of anchors and their cabLes must accord
with the characteristics of the waterlrays used and uitt cnnsequentty be laid
doun by the Loca[[y competent authority.
ArticLe 7.02
otI;ftauTE;E;'t
7.0?.1 VesseLs must be provided with at teast the foLtouling equipement :
a) the appLiances and devices needed for the emission of visuaL and sound
signats and for the marking of vesseLs, as required by current shipping
regu Lat i ons;
b) emergency [ights, independent of the vesselrs main power circuit, to
substitute for the Lights required by the above reguLationsl
c) ropes and metaL cabtes;
d) coLIision mat, unless the Community inspection certificate indicates
that this is not required;
e) Loud hai [er;
f) a gangway at teast 0.40 m uide by 4 m [ong, its sides marked by a tight
cotoured stripe; it must have handrai [s;
g) a buoyant fenders or fLoating wood fenders;
h) sounding po[e;
i ) boat-hook;
i) first aid kit;
k) binocutars;
L) a mounted notice displaying instructions for saving and resuscitation
the drowning;
m) a container with a Lid for storing oi Ly rags;
n) heaving [ine;
o) axe.
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7.0?.? Vessets rhose deck is over 1.50 m above the Light rater ine must
have a companion vay or acconmodation ladder.
Articte 7.03
ri re -fJ!frTTi!-TFFTi ances
7.O3.1 A least the f otlowirrg must be on board;
a) in wheeLhouse 1 portable
b) near each point of access from deck to 1 portable
accommodat i on
c) at the point of access to any service 1 portable
area not accessible from the accomodation
and in which are installecl heating,
cooking or refrigerating equipment running
on sotid or Liquid fuel
d) at the entrance to each errgine and boiLer 1 portable fire extinghuisher
room
e) for vesseLs uhose t,otaI carpacity
exceeds 150 ku at a suitab,te point beLow
deck in the engine room
1 portabte fire extinguisher
7.03.2 The portabLe fire er,tinghuisher must meet the foLtowing requirements :
a) the capacity of fLuid-type portable fire extinguishers may not be more
than 15.5 Litres or Less than 9 titres. The contents of dry-ponder
extinguishers must lbe at least 6 kg,
b) as a ninimum requirement, the extinguishing agent must be suitabLe for
putting out the type of fire most LikeLy to occur in the space or'spacesfor uhich the extinguisher is chiefLy provided. 0n vesseLs whose eLectrica[
instatLations have ,an operating voltage exceeding 50 V, the extinguishing
agent must atso be suitabte for fighting fires in electricaL instaLlations.
Instructions for use mUSt be clearLy shoun on each portabLe extinguisher.
c) the extinguishing agent in the portabte fire extinguishbrs prescribed in
sub-sections'l(a) t,c (e) above may not consist ofGO2 or contain products
tikeLy to give of trcxic gases in use (e.9. carbon tetrachtoride).
d) extfnguishers that,are sensitive to extreme cold or heat must be so
instaLted or protec'ted as to ensure their continued effectiveness.
7.03.3 ALL fire-figh'ting appliances must be inspected at least once every
tlro years. A certifica'te signed by the person carrying out the inspection
must be carried on board.
7.O3.4 llhere fire-fi,ghting appLiances are so instaLled so as to be
conceaLed from vieu, tlhe partition covering them shaLt be manked nith a red
Letter F at teast 10 cm high.
7.03.5 A fire-fightirrg system using water under pressure and comprising
nozzles fed through hydrants and hoses may be instaLLed subject to the
foILowing conditions:
fi re exti ngui sher
fi re exti ngui sher
fi re extinguisher
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a) the fire pumps must be powered. They must not be instaLled forward of
the coILision buLkhead
b) the uater pressure in the hydrant must be maintained at a not Less
than two barsl 
,
c) piping and hydrants must be so designed that the hoses can be easity
connectedl
d) aLt nozztes must be fitted with a device for regutating the water jet
at hjgh-pressure or spray and for stopping the ftow.
e)tthe entire system must conform to current standards.
7.03.6 C02 is authorized as an extinguishing agent in permanent[y
instaLted apptiances subject to the foL[oning conditions;
(a) C0, apptiances may be used only in engine roomsrboi[er roDms and pump
rooms.
(b) aLL permanentLy instaLLed C0, appliances must be fitted with an
atarm whose signal is cLearLi audibLe in aLL areas designed to be
flooded with C0, even above the highest possibLe Level of intrinsic
noise produced in operation and cLearly distinguishabLe from aLI
other audibte yarning signaLs on,board.
C0, alarm signats must also be cLearty audibLe in neighbouring spaces -
thFough ctosed communications hatchways and above the highest possib[e
Level of intrinsic noise produced in operation - if these spaces can
be evacuated through the space due to be fLooded with C0r.
The foLlowing notice in red Letters on a white background, in the
appropriate language or languages, must be displayed at the entrance
to and exit from any area ljkeLy to be flooded bV C0r.
"Leave this space immediately the C0, warning signaL is sounded -
danger of suffocation" (fol[oyed by 5 description 9f the signaL).
(c) cLearly and durably LegibLe instructions for use, in German, French
and Dutch, must be disptayed near a[L devices for activating C0,fire-fighting systems. Pipes terminating in spaces LikeLy to be-
affected bf C0, must be fitted yith cLosing devices.
The warning signal required under (b) above must be set off automatical-
' 'Ly'befone a COa fire-fighting appLiance ie put into operation.
(d) C02 tanks must be instaLLed in a space separated from other spaces in
a Eas-tight manner.
This space must be directLy accessible from the outside onty, and must
have an adequate and jndependant venti tation system compIeteLy separate
from aLI other venti lation system on board.
The temperature in this space must not exceed 60oC.
AtI tanks under pressure must bear the inscription "CO2" in white on a
red background; The characters must be at Least 6 cm high.
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(e) aLt C0, tanks, fittings ancl piping under pressure must conform to the
current specifications of t:he l{ember State nhich issued the certificate.
They must bear the officia[ stamp indicating acceptance following the
regu[ation tests.
(f) the warning device referrecl to in (b) above must be checked at teast
once every tueIve months.
Fire-fighting systems must be checked at Least once every tlro years.
This must incLude :
tbe erternal. insper:tion of the entire systemg
- 
firnctional testing of the plpe systen md outlet nozzlesl
- functiona[ testjn0 of ther initiating mechanism;
- a check on the C0, suppltr in eaoh servioe tank.
(g) where there are o,ne or mor€) fixed C0, systemsrthe inspection certificate
must be endesed as foLLowsi : FlrectT02 ertinguishing systems. Proof
of the cbecke referred. to i:n Artiole 7,03.6 (f) nu,st be carried. onboard.
Articte 7.04
Shiprs boats
7.04.1 Powered vesseLs and barges of over 150 dwt as weLl. as tugs, pushers
and pusher tugs with a displacerment of over 150 m3 must have at Least one
shiprs boat.
7.04.2 The shiprs boat shall be so placed on the vesset that it can be
Lorered into the uater in compl.ete safety and with the least possible deLay,
nith the aid of appropriate touering gear if necessary.
7.04.3 The shjprs boats required in sub-sections 1 and 2 above must meet
the foLIowing requirements :
(a) they must be equiped uith :ieats for at Least three persons, the width
of the seat per person being at Least 0"45 m;
(b) they must be sufficientLy s;trong;
(c) the volume must be at teasl: 1.5 m3 or the product of tength x beam x
depth (L.8.0.) must be not less than 2.7n3;
(d) when carrying three personti neighing about 75kg each, shiprs boats
must have a freeboard of Least 25cn:
e) they must be sufficient[y sl:abLe. They shaLL be deemed sufficient[y
stabLe, if, with two peopter weighing about 75kg each sitting on the
same side and as ctose as possibLe to the gunwa , there remains a
f reeboard of 10 cm; :,
(f) with nobody aboard but entire[y futL of water, the boatrs reserve
buoyancy in kg must be at Least 30 x tength x beam x depth;
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(g) the foL[ouing equipment must be aboard;
r. a set of oarsl
- one mooring t'ine;
- a baLer
7.04.4 In sub-section 3 above :
L is the maximum Lenght of the shiprsboat in m;
B is the maximum beam in n; and
C is the maximum moutded dePth in m-
ArticLe 7.05
Lifebuoysr-m and tife-jackets
2.05.1 ALL vessets must carry at teast three Lifebuoys or tlro Lifebuoys
and tuo baLL-fLoats. These shaLt be ready for use and secured on deck at
suitabte places but not fastened to their hotders. At Least one [jfebucy
must be placed jn the immediate vicinity of the wheeLhouse.
0n pouered vesseLs of up to 40 m in [engtb two Lifebuoys ui[L
suffi ce.
?.05.2 tifebuoys rnrst be of a type approvecl by the conpetent nationaL
authority and. must satisfy at Least the following nininum reqrrirenentst
to possess buoyancy of not less than 7 15 kg in fbesh waterlto be nanufactured. of suitabLe naterial ancl be resistant to oil antl its
cterivitaves and. to tenperatures of up to 109)Ito be so oolourecL as to be readily visible in the watert
to have a mass not less than 2.) kgr . 
-to have an lnsid.e clianeter of 0.{l n Z lVot
to be surrounded W a rope provid.ing a grip-
7.05.3 Ball floats must be of a ttrrpe approved. by the conpetent national
authority ancl satisfy at least the folloning niniuum reguLrenentst
to possess tnroyancy of not less than 7.5 kg in fresh watertto be manufactured. of suitable naterial and be resistant to oiL
ancl its ilerivatives and. to tenperatures up to 50oC,
to be so colourecl. as to be readily visibLe in the watert
to have a mass of not Less than 1 kgrto be sumourded tUr a net provid.ing a grip.
7.05.4 A life-jaoket nust be provlded. within ea.sy reach of each person
regular\y on board.
7,05.5 llhe buoyanoye naterial anil colour of life-jackets must satisfy
conclitions set out in Artiole 7.05.1.
Inflatable Life-jackets nrr,st inflate autornatioaLly or nanually,
they mtrst also have provision for inflation b;r mouth.
-. 
./ , .
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CHAPTER 6
LIAUEFIED ,,AS INSiTALLATIONS FOR DOI'IESTIc UsEs
N.B. - The requirements set c,ut in this chapter wiLt be applied rithinfive years to v,esse[s atready in service.
ArticLe 8.01
Gene ra L
8.01.1 Every Liquefied gas instaILation consists essentiaLLy of a suppLy
unit comprising one or more gas receptaotes, and of one or more reducing -
vaLves, a distribution system and a number of gas-consuming appLiances.
8.01.2 rnstaLLations may be operated onLy nith commerciat propane.
ArticLe 8.02
InstaLLation
8-02.1 Liquefied gas instatLations must be suitabLe throughout for use
with propane, must be iinstaLLed in accordance uith good prictice and conformto the current regulatiions of the lrlember state which-issued the certificate.
8-02.2 A Liquefied gits'instaLLation may be used only for domestic purposesin the accommodation arrd the ilheeLhouse.
8.02-3 There may be et numben of separate instaLtations onlboard. A singleinstaLLation may not ber used'lo serve accommodation areas separated by ahold or a fixed tank.
ArticLe 8.03
Receptac Les
8.03.1 0nly receptacLes witlr approved capacities between 5 and 35 kgare permitted.
8.03-2 The receptacLes must satisfy the requirements in force in theltlember state uhi ch i ssued the certi f i cate.
They must bear the o'l'ficiaL stamp certifying that they have passedthe statutory tests.
Articte 8.04Siting arrdl5ffi!'ffifif of suppty unit
8.04.1 where receptactes with a Load of up to 35 kg are used, the suppLyunit must be instaLLed on deck in a speciaL cupboard or nalt cupboard tocated
outside the accommodati,on area in a position such that it does not interferewith movement on board. It must not, however, be instal.Led against the foreor aft buLwark ptating. The cupboard may be a ualt cupboarA iet into the
superstructure provided that it can onLy be opened outuards. It must be sotocated that the pipes Leading to the gas consumption points are as short
as possibIe.
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For each instatLation, uP
simuttaneousty, with or without the
The number of receptacles on board,
exceed six per instaLtation.
to four receptacles may be in operation
use of an automatic reversing coupLer.
including spare receptactes, must not
The pressure reducer. or, in the case of two-stage reductic.nr the
first pressure reducer, must be fitted to a buLkhead in the same cupboard
as the receptacLes.
8.04.2 The supply unit must be so insiatLed that any Leaking gas may be
evacuated from the cupboard containing the unit without any risk that it
may penetrate inside the vessel or come into contact with anything that
might set it on fire.
8.04.3 The cupboard must be constructed of fire-resistant materiaLs and
must be adequate[y venti Lated by apertures in the top and bottom. The
receptacLes must be pLaced upright jn the cupboard in such a Hay that they
cannot be overturned.
8.04.4 The cupboard must be so designed and p[aced that the temperature
of the receptacLes cannot exceed 50oC.
8.04.5 The inscriotion "Liquefied oas'instaLtation" and a "No smoking"
sign as il.osorlbect tn Artiol.e 6.05.! mrst be affixed to the outer ulalL of
the cupboard.
8.04.6 If interior Lighting is needed in the cupboard, it must be eLec-
tricat and the instaLlation must be flame-proof.
Arti cte 8.05
Spare aiffi-eptacLes
Spare and empty receptacles nhich are not kept in the suppLy unit
must be stored outside the accommodation area and the wheethouse in a cuD-
board d.esignecl. aocordlng to the requirenents of Articl,e B.O4 of this
Chapter.
Articte 6.06
nEffiiiE-va-tves
8.06.1 The gas-consuming appLiances may be connected to the receptacLes
only through i distribution system fitted with one or more reducing vaLves
to bring the gas pressure doun to the utitization pressure. The pressure
may be ieduced in one or ttro stages. A[t reducing vatves must be set
peimanentty at a pressure determined in accordance uith ArticLe8.07belor*
8.06.2 The final pressure reducers must either be fitted with or immediate-
ty fotLowed by a device to protect the pipe automaticalty against excessp."rru." in the event of a maLfunctioning of the reducing valve. Any gas which
this protection device aLlows to escape must be evacuated into the open
air yithout any risk that it may penetrate inside the vesset or come into
contact uith anything that might set it on fire; if necessary, a special
pipe must be fitted for this purpose.
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E.06.3 Both the protection
the entry of water.
devi ces and the vents must be protected against
ArticLe 8.07
Pressures
8.07.1 The pressure at the outlet from the tast pressure reducer must
not be more than 0.1]5 bar above atmospheric pressure, uith a tolerance of
10 per cent.
E.O7.2 hfhere turo-stage reducing systems are used, the mean pressure must
not be more than 2.ii bars above atmospheric pressure.
Pi pes tubes
8.08.1 Pipes must consist of fixed steel or copper tubing.
Pipes connecting with the receptacLes, however, must be high-pressureflexibte tubes or spiraI tubes suitabLe for propane. The gas-consuming
appliances may, if not ins-tatted in a fixed manner, be connected by means
of suitable flexible tubes not more than 1 m in Length.
8.08.2 Pipes must be abLe to uithstand any stresses or corrosive actjon
which may occur under normat operating conditions on board, and its
characteristics and Layout must be such that it ensures a satisfactory flort
of gas at the approSrriate pressure to the gas-consuming apptiances.
8.08.3 Pipes must have as feu joints as possibLe. Both pipes and joints
must be gas-tight arrd must remain gas-tight despite any vibration or expan-
sion to which they nray be subjected.
8.08.4 The pipes nust be readiLy accessibLe, property fixed andl. protected
at every point wherer they tnight be subject to impact or friction, parti-
cutarLy uhere they pass through steeL bulkheads or metaI partitions.
The entire outer rsurface of steel pipes must be treated against
corrosi on.
8.08.5 FtexibLe pipes anrJ their joints must be abLe to withstand any
stresses which may 
€rccur under normaI operating conditions on board. They
must be unencumberedl and fitted in such a uay that they can be inspected
over thei r enti re terngth.
Arti cLe 8.09
oisffii5iffiIstem
8.09.1 No part of the tirluefied gas installation may be Located in the
engine room.
0n tanker vesseLs subject
goods, no part of the liquefied gas
a rea.
to the rutes on the carriage of dangerous
installation may be Located in the cargo
8.09.2 A vaLve fitted ou1:side the cupboard containing the receptacLes,
and rapidly and easi[y accessibte frorn the deck., must provide a means
whereby the entire distribution system can be shut off.
Arti cte 8.08
and fLexibte
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E.09.3 Each gas-consuming appLiance must be supptied by a separate banch
branch of the distr,ilbution system, and each such branch must be controLted
by a separate cLosing device.
8.09.4 The vaLves must as far as possibte be fitted at points nhere they
are protected from the yeather and from impact and are out of reach of
chi tdren/
ArticIe 8.I0
Gas-consuming Eiffind their instaltAtions
8.I0.1 The onl-y appLiances that may be instalted are propane consuming
appLiances approved in the ltlember State vhich issued the certificate,
which are equiped with devices that effectively prevent the escape of gas,
both in case of extinction of the flames and in case of extinction of the
pi Iot ti ght.
8.I0.2 Each app[iance must be so ptaced and connected as to avoid any
ri sk of accidentaI wrenching of the connecting pipes.
8.I0.3 Heating and water-heating appLiances must be connected to a duct
for evacuating the combustion gases.
8.I0.4 The instatlation of gas-consuming apptiances in the uheeLhouse is
permitted.only if the wheelhouse is so constructed that no gas vhich leaks
accidental[y can escape into the lower parts of the vessel, in particutar
through the controL runs leading to the engine room.
0n tanker vesse[s subject to the rules on the carriage of dangerous
goods, no gas consuming-consuming apptiance may be Located in the wheethouse.
8.I0.5 Cas-consuming apptiances may be instaLLed in sLeeping quarters onty
if combustion takes ptace independentty of the air in the quarters.
8.10.6 Cas consuming appliances in which combustion depends on the air in
the rooms in uhich they are located must be instalted in rooms uhich are
sufficientty Large.
8.10.7 0n tanker vessels subject to the rules on the carriage of dangerous
goods, gas-consuming appIiances must bear a prominent red mark.
Articte 8.11
venti tation and ffi-ot combustion gases
8.11.1 In rooms containing gas-consuming appLiances in uhich combustion
depends on the ambient air, the suppty of fresh air and the evacuation of
the combustion gases must be ensured by means of venti tation apertures of
adequate dimensions determined according to the capacity of the appLiances.
8.11.2 The ventilation apertures must not have any ctosing device and
must not give onto steeping quarters.
8.11.3 The evacuation devices must be so designed as to ensure the safe
evacuation of the combustion gases. They must be reliabte in operation and
fire-resistant. Their operation must not be affected by the ventiLators.
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ArticLe 8.12
rnstructfffi and safety
8.12.1 A notice containing instructions on the use of the insta[lation
sha[[ be affjxed on bo,ard in a suitable place. The notice must bear, inter
aLia, the folloring inrstruct'ions in the appropriate language or languages :
- "the taps of cylinders whir:h are not connected to the distribution system
must be closed, even if the cyLinders are presumed to be empty"
- "flexibLe pipes must be changed as soon as their condition so requires"
- "aLL receptacLes must rema'in connected unless the corresponding connectingpipes are closed by' taps or seated".
Befone a liquefied 1;as insta[tation is used, after any modification
or repair and on every reneuaL of the attestation referred to in Articte
8.15 betou, the uhoLe of the said instatlation nust be submitted for inspec-
tion by an approved expert o1'the ltlember State issuing the inspection
certificate. At the tjme of l:he inspection the expert must verify whether
the instaLtation conforms to the'requirements of this Chapter.He must
submit an inspection report l:o the competent authority which issues the
certificate.
ArticIe E.14
Tests
The tests of the int;tallatiop, after mounting, must be carried out
as foLtous :
8.14.1 ltledium-pressure pipers betueen the outlet of the f i rst reducing
device and the vatves fitted before the finat pressure reducer :
(a) strength test, carried out uith ai r, an inert gas or a [iquid at a
pressure 20 bars above at:mospheric pressure;
(b) gas-tightness test, carried out uith air or an inert gaz at a pressure
of 3.5 bars above atmosptreric pressure.
E.I4.2 Pipes at the utiLization pressure betueen the singLe or final
pressure reducer and the va[l'es fitted before the gas-consuming appLiances:
- [eak test, carried out rittr air or an inert gas at a pressure of 1 bar
above atmospheric pressure.
E..I4.3 Piping situated betrteen the singte or f inat pressure reducer and
the controls of the gas-consrming appLiance :
- teak test at a pressure of 0.2 bar above atmospheric pressure.
Artic[e E.I3
Inspect i on
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8.14.4 In the tests referred to in subsections 8.14 1(t)r I andt 31 lho
ptpes arc dtccnedt gas-t161 lf' a,ftcn eufflolslt tlne to allor for nor^nal'[aiancing, no taLt in the tesi pressure is observed during the follouing
ten minutes.
8.14.5 Receptac[e connectors, piping and other fittings subjected to
pressure in t'he receptactes, and joints betueen the reducing vatve and
distribution pipe :
- teak test, carried out uith a foarning substance, at the operating pressure.
8.14.6 ALL gas-consuming appLiances must be brought into service and
tested at the nominaI preisure to ensure that combustion is satisfactory
vith the regulating knobs in the different positions'
. The safety devices must be checked to ensure that they operate
sat i sfactori ty.
8.14.7 After the test referred to in paragraph 8.14.6 above, it must be
verified, in respect of iach gas-consuming apptiance connected to a ftue,ghetherr'after five minutesr operation at the nominaI pressure, rith
windous and doors ctosed and the venti lation devices in operation, any
combustion gases are escaping through the damper'
. If there i s a more than momentary escape of such gases, the cause
must immediately be detected and remedied. The apptiance must not be
approved for use untiL aLt defects have been eliminated.
Arti cte 8.15Iiffin
8.15.1 The Gomuntty certificate must inctude an attestation to the
effect that, tottowini the inspection referred to in Artic[e 8-13 above,
itt tiquefild g"r insiaL[ations conform to the requirements of this Chapter.
8.15.2 The certificate shatL be vaLid for a period not exceeding three
years. It nay be reneued onLy after a further inspection carried out in
accordance rlith ArticIe E.13
lfhere the oyner of a vessel or his representative submits a
reasoned request, the llember State nhich issued the certificate may extend
its vatidity for'not more than slr months rithout carrying out the
inspection iequired under Artic[e 8.13 above. Such extension must be
entered in the certificate. The date on rhich the next inspection uould
normau.y have been due may not be postponed as a resutt of the extension.
the
the
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see chapter 1?, ArticLe 12.02
CHAPTER 9
SPECIAL TdIIEELHOUSE ARRANGETqENTS STEERING
0N RADAR BY ONE PERSON
A wheelhouse is deemed to be speciatly arranged for steering on
radar by one person if il: fulfits the condition of this Chapter.
ArticLe 9.02
General ffiffitions
9.02.1 The wheelhouse ntust be designed to accommodate a seated steersman.
9.02.? AtL apptiances, instruments and controLs must be so arranged that
the steersman can use therm convenient[y during the voyage uithout teaving
his seat and without losing sight of the radar screen.
The controls mus;t move easity into the operating position, which
must be unmistakabty cIeerr-
9.02.3 l{onitoring instruments must be easy to read and their iLLumination
must be capabLe of contirruous regulation to the point of extinction, uhatever
the Lighting conditions inside the wheeLhouse, soithat the iLLumination is
not troubtesome and does not impair visibiLity.
9.02.4 The wheethouse nrust be equipped with adjustab[e heating. The
nheethouse darkening device must not adverseIy affect ventiLation.
Articte 9.03
Radar equipment ana speea of rotation indicator
9.03.1 The radar screen must not be substantialLy off the steersmanrs tine
of vision when he is in the normat position at the wheel.
9.03.2 The radar image must remain fully visible, without the aid of a
mask or screen, irrespective of the tighting conditions prevaiLing outside
the uheelhouse.
9.03.3 A speed-of-rotation indicator must be instaLled directLy above or
beLow the radar screen.
ArticLe 9.04
lSignatIing and si gnaL-emitting equipment
9.04,1 Lights anrJ Light signals must be controlLed by switches whose [ayout
reftects the actualL position of the Lights and Light signaLs. Each Light or
Light signal must be monitored by a teLL-tale Light of the same colour as the
Light or Iight sigrrat uhich it monitors, bui Lt into the sr.ritch or mounted
beside it. FaiLure of a tight or Light signaL must cause the corresponding
teLt-tate Light to be extingl.lished.
9.04.2
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AudibLe warni'ng devices must be controtLed by foot.
Articte 9.05
Instaltations for stE6iffiTle v-esset operating the engine
9,05.1 The steering gear of the vesset must be controlled by a horizontal
Lever. This ever must be easy to operate and the ang[e between the tever
and the contreline of the vesseL must accurately reflect the angte of
deftection of the rudder plate. It must be possibte to release the [ever,
rhatever its pos'ition, uithout the position of the rudder ptate chaning.
An equivatent controI system is permitted for Voith-Schneider and steerabLe
propeLIers.
If the vessel is atso fitted uith reversing rudders or borr rudders
they must be controlLed by separate levers complying uith the above require-
ments.
9.05.2 Every engine must be controU.ed by a single Lever moving through
the arc of a circLe in a vertical plane more or less paralLel to the
tongitudinaL axis of the vesset. Foryard movement of the lever must cause
the vesset to move ahead and its movement toyard the stern must cause
motion astern.
The drive must be engaged or reversed uhen the lever is approximate-
l.y in the neutrat position- There must be a distinct sensation as the
tever goes into the neutral position.The s]reep of the lever frorn the neutrat
position to the "fu[[ speed ahead" position and from the.neutrat position
to the "fuLL speed astern" position must not exceed 90o.
9.05.3 The direction and rate of rotation of the propetlers must be
i ndi cated.
Articte 9.06
sterfr-?fr?f6Ffr'Efrd I i ns sea r
The steersman must be abLe to cast the stern anchor(s) wlthout
leaving his seat.
Artic[e 9.07
TeIephone eqnipment
9.07?1 Vesse[s must be fitted uith a radiotelephone instaltation for
vesseL-to-vesset service. Reception must be by a loudspeaker and transmission
by a fixed microphone. The steersman must be abte to effect both operations.
The changeover from reception to transmission must be effected by push-
button. The;steersman must be abte to reach this from his seat.
The same requi.rements shaU. appty uhere necessary to the nauticaL
operations service.
9.07.? If the uheethouse is fitted uith a radiotetephone instalLation
connected to the public service, reception must be by a Loudspeaker at the
steersmanrs seat. However, the microphone for vesset-to-vesset communication
may not under any circumstances be used for catls via the pubtic service.
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9.07.3 AtI vessets must havr: a voice communication system.This shalI serve
. 
at teast the fotLoning points : the bows of the vesseL or the head of the
train, the creurs quarters an,J, in the case of vessels uith only one steers-
man, ihe latterrs cabin. Recelction must be by a Loudspeaker and transmitted
via a fixed microphone nhich rnay be the one used for the vessel-to-vessel
service on condition that this does not cause confusion betueen the th,o
netyorks. The changeover from reception to transmission must be effected
by push-buttons or change over suitches.
Arti cte 9.08
Alarn sJ.gnaLe
9.08.1 An alarm signaL controLted by an "offlon" suitch must be avaitable
to the steersman. Suitches uhich automaticaIty return to the "offrr position
when reteased are not permitted.
9.08.2 The strength of this signat must be not less than 75dB (A) in the
accommodation. In the engine room it shatt be 5 dB (A) in excess of the
ambient noise [eve[ with the propustion machinery at futI power.
Artic[e 9.09
otlffints
Instruments o'ther than those [isted above must be reduced to
a minimun.
Artic[e 9.I0
Endo r s emEiffiEFin spe c t i on
certificate
If the vesset conforms to the requirements of this Chapter, the
inspection certificate must be endorsed as fot[ovs :
"Approved for steering on radar by one pergln".
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CHAPTER 1O
SPECIAL PROVISION FOR VESSELS DESIGNED TO BE I'IADE UP INTO
PUSHED TRAINS PULLED TRAIITIS OR TO BE BREASTED UP
N.B. - These provisions are immediatety appticable to att vesse[s,
including those atready in service.
Articte 10.1
Pushers
10.01.1 Phusers must have at the bow a so-called "pusher pLatform",
a device not Less than tuo-thirds as uide as the greatest width of the
vesset. The ptatform must be so designed that, from the start of the coupling
manoeuvres, the personnet involved can move easiLy and without danger from
one vessel to the other with the coupting gear.
The ptatform must also be such as to enable the pusher to take up
a fixed position in relation to the barges, and, particuLarty, to prevent
the pusher sheering out sideways to the stern of the barges.
10.01.2 Pushers must be equipped rlith the requisite coupling gear; uhere
cabtes are used for coupling, pushers must be equipped uith at [east th,o
speciaL uinches or equivatent devices.
10.01.3 The main engines must be controtled from the uheethouse.
Their operation must be monitored by means of devices instalted
in the uheelhouse.
Articte 10.02
blgbters
10.02.1 Chapter 3 and Artictes 7.02, 7.04 and 7.O5'l shaLl not apply to[ighters. Articte 5.06 shatI not appty to Lighters with no accommodation and
no engine or boi ter roons.
1O.O2.2 Ship-borne tighters shatL aLso compLy with the fo[louing
construction requi rements :
(a) the transverse uatertight bu[kheads referred to in Articte 2.02.3 are
not required if the bous are capabLe of uithstanding an impact at least
2.5 times that required in the coLl.ision bulkhead of an inland Hater-
uay vesset of the same draught buiLt to the specifications of a cLassi-
fication society approved by the ltlember State which has to issue the
Community inspection certificate.
(b) by way of derogation from article 2.02.5, compartments with a doubte
bottom into which access is difficuLt need not be drainable unless the
volume of the space concerned exceeds 5X of the disptacement of the
ship-borne Lighter at maximum aithorlzed clraught.
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(c) the surface of decks, side decks and hatch covers must have an anti-
stip finish. tlhere necessitry, sLoping surfaces must be fitted hrith
raised slate.
(d) aLong the Line uhere the deck or side decks form an angle with the
shiprs side there nust be toc rai [s or stringer bars at [east 0.03m
high and guard raits at l.east 0.90 m high; the guald ralLs uust be
removable. No guard rai[:l are required at the bors.
ArticIe I0.05
Pouered vesse[s and t:ugs capabte of pushing
In order to be approvedl for citrrying out pushing operations, powered
vessels and tugs must :
(a) have a pusher pLatform sur:h as required under Articte I0.0I.1
or
(b) be fitted with appropriatrl and effective devices to prevent the
vesseI providing thre propulsion sheering out sideways toe the stern
of the vessel to be pus;hed.
10.04.1 For the purposie of irrsuing an inspection certificate for a pusher
or pusher tug, or of errdorsinrt the inspection certificate of a pouered
vessel or tug yith "authorizerl for pushing" it is for the competent autho-
rity to decide ulhether, and ulrich, trains are to be submitted for tests,
and to carry out tests with those formations vhich it regards as the most
tnfavourable. The certificate must shou for nhich uatercays, and, uhere
appropriate conditionsi, the pusher certificate or the endorsement
authorized for pushing".
10.04.2 The test must prove'!hat, on the waterrays referred to in Article
10.04.1 above :
(a) the formation has siuff ici,ent di rectionat stabi Lity;
(b) a major course alterrnatiorr fotloved immediatety by a return to the
originat course can be ma,Ce swiftty and easi [y;
(c) the convoy has sufficient speed through the uaterl
(d) uhere necessary, astern tproputsive polrer is sufficient to enab[e
the train to stop uhen headed downstreami
(e),irhen the train is treing c,)up[ed or uncoupLed the coupling gear is
easy and safe to manipulate.
10.04
test s
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tlhen a convoy is under uay, the coupting gear shaLL meet the
foItowing requirements :
- the rigidity of the formation must be maintained;
- coupLing gear must ensure uniform tension, preferabLy by means of
speciaL winches.
10.04.3 In the course of the above tests, the competent authority for
issuing the community oertlfl.aate, ri}l not take lnto aooount
the effects of speciatudevices (rudders, propuLsion mechanisms) instaLLed
on Lighters unLess the latter always form part of the same train. Uhere
they do, the authorlzecl. ltghters ngst be na,necL ln the $omrnrity certifjcate
of the vesseL providing the propuLsion for the train.
In order to be authorized to effect towing operations, vesseLs
must meet the following requirements :
(a) towing. gear must be so instalted that, when in use, it does not
compromise the safety of the creu or cargo. The vessel must remain
sufficientIy manoeuvrabIe and stabIe uhen towing.
(b) the steersman must be abte to operate the propulsion machinery himsetf
or be abLe to controL such operations without leaving the steering
station.
(e) where cables are used for touing, the toning gear must comprise winches
or a towing hook which can be sLipped from the steering station. The
towing gear must be installed forward of the pLane of the propetLers.
ArticLe I0.06
Ve s se t s Oe si fr6I-E-[IiFU rea st ed-up f o rmat i on s
In order to authorized to propeI breasted-up formations, any
vessel must:
1- comply with the provisions of Artic[e 10.05, and
2- be equipped uith appliances.*hich in number and Layout ensures that
the formation of powered and propeLLed vesseL remains secureLy breasted
up rhether laden or unladen.
r0.05
vesse I s
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CHAPTER 11
HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE CRE['IS ACCOMMODATION AND I'ORK STATIONS
nrticte tt..9.1-
Gene ra I
11.01.1 VesseLs on uhiich the uninterrrupted presence of persons is required
out of uorking hours must have the necessary accommodation.
11.01.? The accommodation must be designed, dimensioned and fitted out
in such a rray as to sa'tisfy the needs of those on board as to safetyr heaLth
and veLL-being. Vesse[:; must compty with the requirements of ArtjcIes
11.O2 to 11.13.
11.01.3 The inspecting authorities may permit exceptions to the rutes set
out belou when the safety, heatth and comfort of those on board are ensured
in an equivatent manner by other measures.
- ACCo!|I4oDATroN
' 
,:[4iefeJL93
Fittins-oub. of the accomnocla;bion
LL.O2.1' The aooonnoclation nusrt be situ"ated aft of the coLlision bullfiead
ancl. if possib}e on deck.
In the fore se,ction of the vessel. no floors shal.L be nore than
L.20 ra below the pLane of rna":cLmm draught.
11.02.2 The accomnoilatlon nur;t be accessible easily and in oonplete safety.
Is a general rrrLe, tlre acconmod.ation and galleys mu,st be acces
sible fron cleck \r near:rs of a corriclor.
L1.O2.3 The accoronodation nu;t be so sited" ancl fitted. out as to avoicl asfar as Bossible the per:retratir>n of pglluted" air fron other sections of the
vessel (e.g. engine roc)nsI antl holcls),
Where forced-a,ir veni;iLation is usecl the intake vents rnnst be
so placed as to satisfy' the acove requireTent, Sta1e air fron the gaLley
or Sa.nitar;r instalLatit'ns nus'b be expelled from the vessel- by the nostdirect route.
lL.O2.4 Acoomod.atioa utrst br: protected. fron unacceptable noise aJrd.
vibration, The na;rim.m perm:lssible soirnd pressure Levels are:
70 dB (l) in the lilring qurrters;
50 dB (l) fn the slereping rtruarters, exeept in the case of vesseLs
working onJ.y ty cl.ay.
IL.O2.5 To perrnit rapi.tl erracrration in the event of wreck or firer th.e
accom-od.atioir rm,st be provid.erl with energ€ncy eriter d.istan-t fron each
other if possible, a.ncl where 'possible to port and. starboa,rd.
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this does not appty to :
a) accommodation uith severaI exits, ports or skyLights which wouLd permit
rapid evacuationl
b) sanitary instatIations.
10.02.6 The clear opening of ports or skyLights serving as emergency exists
must be at teast 0.60 x 0.60 m.
Dimensions of the accommodation
11.03.1 The headroom in the creh,rs quarters must not be less than 2 m.
11.03.2 The free ftoor area of the accommodation must not be Less than
2m2 per occupant.
11.03.3 The votume of air per person must be not less than i.5 m3 in .
the day rooms and not Less than 5m3 for the first occupant and 3m3 for the
second in the sLeeping quarters. The volume of air is that remaining after
the appropriate deductions have been made for. Lockers, berths, etc.
11.03.4 The cubic capacity of each unit in the day rooms and sLeepingquarters must not be Les ,sthan 7m3.
11.03.5 The uater ctosets must have a minimum fLoor space of 1mZ(not less than 0.75 m wjde and not Less than 1.1 m [ong).
11.03.6 Steeping cabins must not be pLanned for occupation by more than
tuo adu[ts.
11.03.7 Crew members uith different duty hours must have separate sleeping
cabins.
Arti cLe 11.04
Pi pi ng-T;-T6m;;odat i on
Pipes carrying gas or dangerous Liquids, particuLarLy pipes under
such pressure that a Leak wou[d put the crew in danger, must not be
instaILed in accommodation or access passages. This does not apply to[iquefied gas instatLations for domestic use.
Articte 11.05
'|-1 .
Mea'ng or aooesg 
l"diB:" 
"ilt#3t3fr:|-*"
11-05-1 trdoans of acoess to the accomod.ation rnust be so anansed and of
such d.inensions that they oan be used. without d.anger or difficilty. This
requlrement is d.eened to be fulfillect whenr
(a) there is enough space in front of the opening to the access to permit
unimpeded entrance;
(b) p6sns of aooees are far enough away fron installations which mightprove clangerous 
- 
exa,nplelwiiches -and towing ancl loa,cling gea4
Articte 11.03
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(c)notaut ropes on cabtes pass cLose to the-access openings;
(d) the ctear width is at Least 0.60 m and the'totaL height of the access
pLus coaming is at Least 1.80m; it being peniissjble to obtain the Latter
dimension by using hoods crf covetsi
(e) any coamings fitted in doc,r openings arr3 not more than 0.40 m h'ight
without prejudice to the p,psvisions of other safety regutations.
11.05.2 The accidentaL openirrg or ctosing of doors and hinged covers must
be prevented.
11.05.3 Doors must be fitted wjth means o{'cLosure which can be operated
from either side.
11.05.4 t'lhere there is no deck-leveL access to the accommodationr and
the difference in Levets is 0.30 m or mone, the accommodati must be
accessibLe by means of companion'rays"
11.05.5 Companionwalrs must hre fixed. They must be safeLy negotiabLe and
shalL be deemed to be so when :
a) they are not less than 0.5(t m wide;
b) the tread is not Less than 0.15 m;
c) the steps are non-slip;
d) stairs with more than four steps are fitted with handrai[s on one on
both sides, depending on threir width.
ArticLe 11.06
Accommodation ftoors, waLts and cei Lings
11.06.1 The fLoor, watls and ceilings must be made so that they may be
cteaned easiLy. FLoorings shatL not be sIippery. Surface cLaddings shaIL
not be harmful to heaLth"
11.06.2 The accommodation'incLuding the passages in the part of the vesset
used for accommodation, must kre insutated fnom coLd and heat from outside
or from nearby or adjacent conrpartments. As far as possibte steam and
hot-water pipes shalt be so irrstatLed as not to pass through the accommodation.If they do pass through it, threy must be insuLated.
ArticLe 11.0'7
Heating and vffiTTF the accommodation
11.07.1 The accommodation musit be provided ulith a system of space heating
which is capabLe of maintainirrg a satisfactory temperature in the conditior+s
of weather and ctimate to which the vessel is exposed.
11.07.2 The accommodation musit be adequateLy ventitated, even when the
access is closed. Care must be,taken to ensure that there are no draughts.
The venti Lation must be capabte of adjustment to ensure adequate ai r I
circutation 'in aLL ctimatic conditions"
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ArticLe 11.08
Dayt i sht and t i gEII;d-l;-TTi-accommodati on
11.08.1 The accommodation must be adequateLy Lighted. The Living quarters
and gatteys mustrif possibLe, receive daylight.
11.08.? Adequate electric tighting must be instatLed in the accommodatjon.
Each berth must be provided with a reading light.
11.08.3 Any tighting devices using liquid fuel must be made of metal and
burn onty fueLs with a flash-point abovE 55oc or paraffin. They must befixed so as not to constitute a fire hazard.
ArticLe 11.09
Fi tt i ngs
11.09.L Each member of the crer must be provided with an individuaL
berth. The minimum inside Lenght of a berth must be ?.00 m and the minimum
inside width 0.8 m.
11.09.2 Berths must not !s plaoecl side by side in such a uay that the
occupier has to cLimb over one berth in order to reach the next berth.
Berths must not be arranged jn tiers of more than two.
11.09.3 Berths must not be less than 0.30 m above the floor. hlhen one
berth is pLaced over another, the upper berth must be placed approximateLy
midway between the bottom of the Louer berth and the louer side of the
deckhead beams; the head-room above each berth must be not [ess than
0.60 m.
11.09.4 Berths, inctuding their frames, must be of hard, smooth materiaL.
tlhen one berth is placed over another, a dust-proof covering must be fitted
beneath the upper berth.
11.09.5 A suitabLe ctothes locker fitted uith a tock shalL be providedfor each member of the creu. Lockers must have an avai LabLe height of
not tess than 1.70 m and an avai[ab[e area of O.25n2.
11.09.6 UeLL-ventiLated faciLities for hanging up ctothes used for workin bad weather and for dirty work must be provided in the accommodation
but nof in the cabins, day rooms or mess rooms.
Arti cLe 11.I0
GaL [eys, mess Giffirerooms
11.10.1 In general, and depending on the number of crew, vessels must
have at least one compartment partitioned off from the s[eeping quarters
and used as a gaILey or day-room and gatley combined. ("combined day-room
and gaL Ley").
11.I0.9 GaLteys and combined day-rooms and gaLLeys ShaLL be equipped
with:
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(a) cooking appLiancesi(b) a suitabLe sink with drainage;(c) an instaLLation for the suppLy of potabLe water;(d) a refrigerator of sufficient capacity for the number of crew membersl(e) the necessary cupboards or shetves.
11.I0.3 The fLoor area jn nress roomand combined day-rooms and gaLteys
must be Less not than 1m2 p€,r person for whom a seat is provided, the seats
being not Less than 0.60 m uride. These areas must be sufficientLy large for
the number of crew normalLy using than at the same time.
11.I0.4 lless rooms ans combrined day rooms and gaLLeys must be fitted with
a sufficient numbelof tabLe,s and seats with backs and made of moisture-
resistant materiaLs that ar€l easy to ctean.
11.I0.5 VesseLs with a perntanent crew must have refrigerators and
storage space for foodstuffs;. This space must be kept dry and tre[L venti-
Lated. It must be possibte to keep it in an impeccabLe state of hygiene.It must be possibLe to open the refrigerators from inside even if they
have been c losed f rom t he oltt s i de.
ArticLe 11.11
sianitilTiffiions
11.11.1 The foL[owing mininrum sanitary instaLLations must be provided
i n vesseLs with accorunodationl
a) One was basin connected trp to hot and cotd potabLe waten per accommo-
dation unit or per four c;rew membersl
talas basins must be of suitabLe size and made of a smooth materiaL
whi ch does not craze or crorrode.
b) one bath or shower connet;ted up to hot and cold potabLe water per
accommodation unit or pel' six crew membersl
e) one water cLoset per acc()mmodation unit or per six crew members.
11.11.? The sanitary instal,lations must be in close proximity to the
accommodation. The water cLosets must not have direct access to the
gaILeys, mess rooms or combined day-rooms and gaLleys.
11.11.3 The spaces containing sanitary instaLLations must compLy uith
t he f o L Lowi ng requi rement s :i
(a) ftoors must be od durabl.e materia[s, easy to cLean and waterproof
(b) the watls must be made of steeL or an equivalent materiaL and shaLL
be watertight up to at Least 0.20 m above floor tevel.
'11 
.11 .4 Toi Lets n:rxrt be vent i l"abcl to the open ai r.
11.11.5 ToiLets must have 'individuaL and reLiabLe fLushing systems.
Toi let seats must be easy t<l cLean.
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ArticLe 11.12
11.12.1
a) VesseLs with accommodation must be fitted with one or more tanks for
potabte water.
b) they must have sufficient capacity for the number of persons on board
the minimum being 150 t per person.
11.12.2 The tanks for potabLe water must be so designed and instaLled
that there js no risk of the uater being poLLuted or deteriorating in taste
or smet[, particuLarLy through the action of Liquid fue[ or Lubricating oi[.
11.12.3 PotabLe brater tanks must be fitted with a Lrater teveL indicator.
11.12.4 PotabLe water tanks must not have common Lral-Ls with tanks intended
for other uses.
11.12.5 PotabLe water tanks must be fitted with a device permitting the
inside to .be cLeaned.
11.12.6 Pressurized water cisterns for potabte water must operate on[y
on compressed air of naturaI composition. If the compressed air is obtained
from pressurized receptacLes used to operate the vessel of for other
purposes, or produced by means of compressors, an ai r fi tter or oi separator
must be instatLed direct[y in front of the pressurized-water cistern, unLess
the water and the air are separated by diaphragms.
11.12.7 PotabLe-l,ater pipes must not pass through cisterns or tanks
containing other Liquids. Pipes carrying other Liquids or gas must not
pass through potabLe-water cisterns or tankt.
Connections between the potabLe-uater supp[y system and other
piping systems are prohibited.
Pipes reserved for potable water must be durable, with a smooth
casing and fitted uith unions for Lrater hydrants on quays.
11.12.8 The fitl"ing apertures for potabLe-uater cisterns or tanks must
be so marked as to warn the user against the introduction of other Liquids.
- h,ORKING STATIONS
Articte 11.13saffi
11.13.1 Vessels must be so fitted out that the crew can move about and
uork easi Ly. hlhere necessary, moving parts and openings 'in the deck must
be protected by safety devices, and plating, guard rai[s and handraiLs must
be instaL[ed. t'linches and towing hooks must be designed to ensure safety
at uork.
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11.13.2 Decks in the vicinity of winches and boltards, as wetI as side
decks, engine room ftoors, Landings, companion ways and the top of the side
deck boLtards must be antisLip.
11.13.3 The tops of
crew move about, e.g.
of a Light colour.
11.13.4 Appropriate
cove rs.
s;ide deck boLLards and any obstacLes in areas where
the treads of companion uays must be marked by paint
clevices must be provided for anchoring stacked hatch
Arti cLe 11.14
Ac cessTEi-[IT]TTErki ng spaces
11.14.1 Working spac€rs must be readiLy and safeIy accessibLe.
11.14.2 Companion h,a)'s, ladrJers, rungs or simi Lar devjces must be provided
where there is a diffe,rence r)f over 0.50 m in the Levels of accesses, exits
and passagehrays. Comparnion ways must be provided where the leveI of permanent
working stations diffe,rs by rnore than 1.00 m from the levets from uhich
access is to be gainecl.
11.14.3 Emergency exits musii be ctearty marked as such.
11.14.4 The number, dlesign and dimensions of exits, incLuciing emergency
exits, must be in keeping wii:h the purpose and size of the compartments.
ArticLe 11.15
Di men:;ionE-iffilTifstat i ons
11.15.1 The head-tooni in per^manent working stations shalt be not Less
than 2.00 m. This may be reduced to 1.75 tor stations where work is carried
out entirely in the seated pr>sition.
11.15.2 ContinuousLy manned working stations must be of sufficient size
to ensure that each crew memtrer workjng in them has :
- a net uolume of air of not Less than 7m3;
- a free ftoor area for each working station which gives adequate freedom
of movement for operation ttnd inspection and for ordinary maintenance
and repai r work
1'1.15.3 Outside working spa(;es must be of a size such that each creu
member norking in them has aclequate freedom of movement. The clear widht
must be not Less than 0.60m; the Latter may be reduced around mooring
botLards.
Articte 11.16
Protection against fatting
11.16.1 tlorking spaces cLoser to th. uater or in positions involving
differences in Level of more than 1.00 m must be equipped so as to prevent
crell stipping or fatting.
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11.16.? 0n crewed vesseIs protectin against sLipping or faiLing overboard
must be provided by guardraiIs comprising a handraiL, an intermediateprotection at knee [eve[ and a toeraiL. A handraiI triLL suffice on uncreued
vesse L s.
0n exjsting vesseLs with side decks tess than 0.50 m wide, a
handraiI in the form of a taut cabte along the water side and handrai[s
aLong hatch coamings may be substituted for the guardrait.
ArticLe 11.17
Access, doors and@nrars of working stations
11.17.1 The size and arrangement of passageways, accesses and corridorsfor the movement of persons and. cargo must be such that they are easi [y
negotiab[e without risk of accident. The minimum requirements are
deemed to be fuLfitted when :
(a) there is enough space in front of the access opening to permit unimpeded
movement;
(b) the openings are far enough away from instatlations which might be a
source of danger;
(c) the cLear uidth of the passageuay is in keeping uith the purpose of
the'working station and is nottess than 0.60 m, except in the case of
vesseLs Less than 8.00 m wide above the yidth of the passageuays may
be redubed to 0.50 m;
(d) the head-room incLuding coaming is not Less than 1.90 m.
11.17.2 The design and tayout of doors must be such as not to endanger
the persons opening or closing them. Doors must be protected against
accidentat closing and opening, and j.t must be possibte to open or cLose
them from either side.
11.17.3 Structures for passage from one LeveL to another, particuLarLy
compan'ionbrays, Ladders and rungs must be such that their use is free of
hazard. The minimum requirements are fuLfitLed when :
(a) companiorragrs are permanentLy fixed or secured against stipping and
overturni ng;
(b) companionwa6rs are not less than 0.50 m wide, the clear uidth of
companionwsgrs betueen handraiLs is not [ess than 0.60 m and the
[add.ers and rungs are not less than 0.40 m uide;
(c) the depth of the tread is not tess than 0.15m;
(d) steps and rungs can be safeLy negotiated, with no risk of side-sLipping;
(e) stairways with more than four steps are fitted with hand raits;
(f) verticaL Ladders are fitted uith hand-holds above the exits;
(g) portabLe ladders (hotd Iadders) are secured against overturning and
stipping and are Long enough to extend 1.00 m beyond the rim of the
hatchway nhen inctined at an angle of 600 from the horizontaL. The
ladders must be at least 0.50 m wide at the base.
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(h) the rungs are so fixed'in the uprights that they cannot turn or become
detached and the minimurn distance between rungs is 0.30 m.
11.12.4 Emergency erxits arrd uindows or skyLights designed bo be used
as emergency eiits must hav,3 a cLear width of at least 0.60 x 0.60 m.
ArticLe 11.1E
FLoors,6gs|sr.trf aceil[t-anking-na[[s,ceiLings
rrindows and skytights
11.18.1 The ftoors and holcl' floorings at insitLe working statimsr-d'eok
surfaces at outsid.e working stations and. surfaces on which personnel nove
about nust be stroag.Ly nad.e ancl clesigned. to prevot sllpplng and falling.
11.18.2 0penings irr decks or ftoors must be marked uhen open or
provided with protection against faLLs by persons.
11 .18.3 F [oors, boldl floorlngs, d.eok Eurfaoes r planklngr wa1le andl ocll-ings rnust be tl.eslgned for ease-of oleaning.
11.18.4 l,findows an<l skyLights must be so arranged and fitted up that they
can be handled and c l.eaned vi thout ri sk.
Arti cLe 11.19
. venti Lations and treaTl?ffiTR'ing stations
11.19.1 AccessibLe working stations, except store-rooms and empty spaces,
must be ventiLablc.]fhe ventiLation devices must be such that' without
causing draughts, they ensure an adequate and reguIarLy reneued supp[y of
air to the working stations for the persons in them-
tllhere the naturaL rate of air repLacement is inadequate, mechanicat
ventiLatjon must be trrovided. The rate of replacement may be consi,dered
adequate nhen it is over l03n/h per person.
11.19.2 Combustion and ventiLation equipment must not cause the quatity
of the air in workirrg stations to deteriorate.
11.'l9.3 Heating equipment capabIe of maintaining adequate temperatures
must be instaLted in working stations inside the vessel.
ArticLe 11.20
Natural Light ano LiEfrT]nffiTking stations
11.2O.1 tilhere possibLe, uorking spaces must receive adequate naturaI
Light even when the rloors are ctosed.
11.?0.2 Lighting must be so arranged as to eliminate dazzle.
11.2O.3 The Light switches for the working spaces must be instaLted in
readi Ly accessibLe p,csitions near doors.
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ArticLe 11.?1
Protection against noise and vibration
11.?'1.1 Permanent working stations and the instalLations in them must
be so designed and sound-proofed that, as far as possible, the safety
and heaLth of the users are protected against noise and vibration.
Except yhere stricter precautions are required, the ambient noise[eve[ in continuously manned rorking stations must not exceed 90dB (A) at
head Level. tJhere this noise Levet is exceeded, a sufficient number ofjndividuat noise protection devices must be provided.
11.?1.2 tforking stations shaLI be adequateLy protected against excessive
vi brat i on.
ArticLe 11.2?
-Fiotffin
A[L instatLations required for uork on board must be so designeq
sited and protected as to make on-board manoeuvres, maintenance and
repai rs safe and easy.
Provisions re.Lating
additiona.L to C.Lass C
vessels operat:rng on
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CzuPTER L2
-
to technical" reqtrirenents
requirenents appLicable to
Class B inLand. watertra;rs
12.0 REQUIREI'IMMS RELAfIITG TO SHIPBI'II,DING
Vesselsl pushecl. trai.ns and breasted.-up forrnatiorrs with a rnaxinum
length exceed.ing 86 n.
12.01-.1.Any vessel fitted wj,th nechanical means of propul-sion and having a
maxirnum J.ength exceerding !6 n must be bulLt and fitted. out in such
a !.ray as to be capa}Ie of, coning 'to a halt pointing d.onnstrea^m in
time, while renainirrg sufficientLy manoeurrrable during and after
stopping. This reciuirement also applies to Ershecl trains anal
brea.sted-up forrnaticms with a length exceeding 86 n.
To this end it is verrified on the basis of a stop test, whether
propul-sive power when going astern is sufficient. A stop test is
not necessary if it ca^n be substantiated in sone other manner that
this reguirenent is fulfiLled.
The na:rirmrm permitterd. d.isplacement of the vessel or train cluring
d.or,,rnstrea,m navigation is cletermined. froro the resuLts of the stoptest or substarrtia^tionl the inspection certificate will be end.orsed.
accord.ingly.
12.01.2 The vesseJ-, pushed train or breasted.-up formation must be gapable oll
attaining a speed tlrrough the water of not less than 13 lo/h.
I2.O2 FREEBOARD. SAFUI'Y D]:STANCE Al{D DRAUGTIT SC.AI,ES
12.A2.l- Definitions
In this chapter:(") nlengthr (t ) me,ans the rnaximum length of the hulI, not inolud-ing the rudder and. bowsprit;
(r)
(")
(a)
nbreadth'f (B)
planking or
ftA nid.shipsrt
lreans the maxi.unu bearn neasured outsicLe the sid.e
pl.atingr not including padd.Le wheels;
m€)ans the mid.-point of the leneth (L);
a continuous stnrcture nad.e up
the d.eck and joinecL to it in a
frencl-osed superstructureft neans
of so1id. watert;ight vralls above
permanent and vratertight manner;
ttbread.th of a superstructurerr is its rnean breadth, andilheight of el superstructureft is its rnean verticaL heightt
neasured at the sid.e of the vessel between the top deck of
the superstructure ancL the freebod, cteckgif the bnrlkhcad.s
have
../ ..
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openingF such as d.oors or wind.ows the height of super-
structures is neasurecL only up to the lowest point of the
threshol-d.s of these openings;
(") structural elements and d.evices are d.eemed. ttwatertighttt when
they are fitted. out in such a manner as to prevent the ingress
:'Hli'":il:"H ll"l"l"l:3:':*rvalent to I rn or waterfor one ninute; or
when subjectecl to a jet of water with a pressure of not
less than L kg/cn2 applied. for ten ninutes in alL
d.irections and to the entire surfacel(f) structural elenents and devices are cleened. ?rspray-proof and
weathertight?r if in normal conclitions they allow only a verXr
snaLL Erantity of water to pennetrate.
L2.O2.2.Safety d.istance
L. The safety distance must be not less than 30 cm.
0n vessels whose openings cannot be closed by roeans of spray-proof
and tteathertight type ctevices and veeseLs whioh navigate with their
holds uncovered the safety tlistance is inoreased blr 20 cm.
In the case of vesseLs with r.mcovered hold.sl however, the increase
appLies only to the coanings of uncovered. hold.s ancl only r:ntil the
prescribed. d.istance of )0 cm is attained. between the pLane ofgreatest d.raught and. the upper edge of the coaarings.
12.O2.3.Freeboard.
1. The freeboard of vessel-s with a continuous d.eck, rvithout sheer and
without superstructure rnust be 1)0 nn,
This vaLue is also the basic freeboard. for vesseLs with sheer and
superstructures .
2. The freeboard of vessels with sheer and. superstructures is calcula-
ted. by the following formula: Pt t", + 'Fz t",F = Fo (r-c{) -
t5
The freeboard (f) nust in no oase be less than zero.
In the foruula,
I'o is the basio freeboarcl refe:rrecl to ln subparagraph L above in
mnt
e( is a correoting coeffioient taking accor:nt of alL superstructures
considered.g
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d is oalculeited by the folloring foruula:
a) €1"
- = 
-,
where 1." is the effective Length of a superstructrrre in n, and
L is the ltargth of the vessel in tn as clefinecl in Artiole
L2.O2.L,,
t", anct t"o *., respectiveLy the effective forrrard sheer anct the
- afl; sheer in tlro.
pl and PZ o" r:espectlvely oorrecting coefficients for the effect
of the foreard sheer a.nd aft sheer resulting fron the
preeence of superstructures at the ertrenities of the
vessel.
le cal.culatecl by the fol].owing formula:
-Br
jl-L 
-
3 let
t
.F2 is calculatecl \r the fo].lowing forrnula
'Fz-L - 3 le'
L
In these foruulaelt
le, is the effeol;ive Length of the forwarcl. superstructures in n, and
le, is the effecl;ive Le:ngth of the rear superstructuree in n.
The effectlve lerrgth is taken into consid.eration, houeverl onl.y ifit is located in the fo:nuard guarter or rea,r qtrarter of the length
L of the vessel.
3. The effective sheer is caLculatecL ty the folloring fornuLa;
S€= pS
where S is the er,ctual rrheer at the ertrenity in guestion in runt
S fo:narcL na;r no'b be taken to exceed L 00O nn, and
S aft dannot be 'baken to exceed. 5OO nni
p is the coeffi,:ient taken fron the table below related
to the ratio It
x
L O.25 and over o.20 0. L5 0. L0 o.05 o
P I 0.8 0.6 o.4 o,2 0
57
For internediate values of the ratio + the coefficient p is
obtained ty linear interpolation.
X is the abscissa, rneasrrred. frgm the ertremityr.from the point
nhere the sheer equals 0.25 S (see sketch below).
4. is calcuLated bY the for-
h
0125 S
i'Ihere PZS.Z exceeds/t S"t, the va.lue ot Pt Se, is taken as the
value of p, Ser.
The effective length of a superstructure
rmla :-
=L(+5b-1/5) 016 . 016
where 1 is the actual length of the superstructure in question in
lll I
b is the bread.th of the superstructure in guestion in l[e
3 is the bread.th of the vessel as d.efineci in Article {.01 in
III I
for Le, ancl lerr however, the brea'dth of the vesseL at
the nid.-point of the superstructure in guestion will be
ugedr
h is the height of the superstructure in question in n.
in the ca,se of hatches, however, h is obtained ty
reducingtheheightofcoa,ningswhalfofthesafety
clistance referred. to in Article L2'O2'2'
A 
'aLue exceed.ing 
016.016 n (i.e. 0136 n) nust not in any
event be assigned to h.
Where t/g is Less than 016 the value of the bracket rnust be assumed
zero (i.e. the effective length of the superstructure will be
assumed to be zero).
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Article 12.Q2.4
Minimrm freeboard.
The minim:"n freeboarrl rnust be not less than l0 nm, having regarcl
aLso to the redu.ctiorrs refe:nred. to in Article L2.O2.3.
However, the trody eral:owered to conduct the inspection may stipuLate
a smaller freeboard. if it ir; ensured. that the crew can move without d.anger
over the r.,rhole lengtb. of thr: vessel for operationaL purposes.
Article L2"O2,5
Draught narlis
1. The plarie of greatesl; d.raught rnrst he d.eterrnined. in such a manner
that the requirements as to minimln freeboard. and minirmrm safety d.istance
are fulfilled. at the same tj-me. For safety reasons, however, the bod.ies
enpowered. to conduct the insrepction rnay fix a greater value for freeboard.
or safety d"istance
2, The plane of naxim:m draught must 'be ind-icated. by clearly visibLe
and ind.elible tl.raught marks,
3. nraught marks rm.rst consist of a rectangte 30 cn long by { crn high
with its base horizontal anil coinciding with the pLane of the maximum
permitted draught. .Differernt d-raught marks nmst include such a rectangle.
4. Every vessel snst hal'e not less thun three pairs of d.raught marks,
one amid.ships anrL the other two approrinately one-sixth of the vesselts
length from boru and s'tern r€,spectively.
Hort'ever,
in the case of vessels und.er z]0 n in length, two pairs of rnarks about
one-third. of the vesselfs length fron lcow and stern respectively will
suffice;
in the case of vessels not intend.ed for: the carria6e of good.s one pair
of narks roughLy arnidships r'ri1l suffice.
5. Aqy mark or in:formation vrhich ceases to be valid" as a result of a
fresh ins'pection romst be renoved. or markecl as no longer valid. r.rnd.er the
supervision of the body empowered. to conduct the inspection.
where for aqr r:eason a d.raught narik d.isappears, it may be replaced
only wtd.en 'bhe supervjr.sion of the body empower:ed- to conduct the inspection.
6. Idhere a vessel has been measured. in accordance with the convention
on the mea,surenent of inland. water*ray vesseLs and. the plane of the $€as1rF€-
nent plates meetg the requirements of this lr:nex, the measurement plates nay
be accepted. as an alternative to d.raught marks; this mrst be nentioned. in
the inspection certifj.cate.
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Article 12.OZ,6
Draught scales
I. Arqr vessel rchose d.raught nay attain I netre must bear cLraught scales
on each sid.e touards the stern; it roay bear additional d.raught scales.
2. The zero point of each draught scale must Lie vertically below the
draught scale in a plane parallel to the plane of maxiunrm draught pa,ssing
througtt the lorvest point of the hu1L, or of the keel if anlr. The vertical
distance above zero nust be grad.uated. in d.ecimetres. On each scale, from
the light d.raught plane up to L0 cm above the plane of maximrm draught these
graduations rnrst be marked. ty l-ines ptrnched. in or engraved and painted. in
two alterrnating colours in such a r{ay as to be clearly visible. The gradua-
tioars m:st be narked. by figures d.ovrn the sid.es of the scale at interwa,Ls of
not less than 5 d.ecirnetres and. at the top of the scale.
3. The two rea"r measurenent scales appliecl. pursuant to the Convention
referred. to in Arbicle I2,O2.5 para,graph 5 r"y take the place of d.raught
scalesr provid.ed. that they are gpaduated. in accordance lrith the above
reguirernents and., where necessary, figures ind.icating the d.raught are
added..
12,03. EQlIIPMmm
Life buoysl ball-floats and life-jackets
Self-propelled craft up to {0 n in length mrst have on board not less
than three life buoys or two life buoys and" two ball-floats.
L2.O4 SPry.IAL PRqVTSTONS 1,p3 VESSET,S pEglGqp gg-.ry-W
TRAINS. PUTLED TRAINS 0R Tp 3B BREASTED rrp
12.04.1.Pushers rnust be provided. r.lith powered. anchor windlasses.
L2.O4.2.Vessels capable of towing
In ord.er that they nay perform towing operations, vessels mrst meet
the folLovin6l requirements:
l. Upstreaur tolring only:
(a) Towing gear must be so amahged. that its use does not compromise the
safety of the vessel, the crew or the cargo. The manoeurning capabilif
and stability of the vessel roust not be appreciably reduced by towing.
(t) T}re steersrnan rnnrst be abLe to operate the propulsion nachinery himself
or be able to controL such operation without leaving the steering
station.
../..
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(") Where cables are used f'or tovringr the towing gear must conprise
winches or a towing hock rvhich can be slipped fron the steering
station. The toring g€rar rnrst be installed. for:ward of the plane
of the propellers.
2. Upstream and. d.ownstrea.rr towing
(") The provisions of para4paph L shall apply.
(t) The length of the vessels rmst not exceed 86 m; by way of exception,
the locally conpetent authority nay authorize vessels with a length
exceed.ing 86 n t,c perforro downstream towing when certain conditions
to be laid clown 'by it are satisfied, The sane appLies to pushers
intqed.ecl to push trains of 86 x 12 m and over.
(") Should it be possible f'or towing cables to foul the stern of the
vessel, towing raiLs must be provid.ed..
- 
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CHAPTER 13
Derogationsr for vesseLs in service
13.1 Vessels already in serv j ce at 1 January 'lgEO' taid.'down by
that date but not entireLy compLying in construction and equipment to the
provisions of this directive must be brought into comptiance uith them,
within one year of 1 January 1980, except as concerns the provisions beLow
uhere the folloning shatL aPPtY:
(a) the requirements set out in thg first coLumn of the tabLe shatL be
applicable wilhin five years l-1? nonths after the entry into force of
the di rective/
(b) the requirements in the second coLumn shatt not appty to vessets aLready
in service where the safety of vesseL and crew is ensured in an
appropriate manner;
(c) the derogations under (a) and (b) above shatt not apply to parts having
undergone conversion or repLacement.
(d) where the appLication of the requirements set out in 12.f in 12.1(a)(after expiry of the transition period) and 12.1 (c) is not practicabLe
or uouLd reqrire unreasonabLe outLay, the competent authority for issuing
the certificate may grant derogat'ions;
(e) detaiLs of any derogations granted under 1(a) must be entered in the
inspection ceitificite on the occasion of the first inspection after the
entry into force of this directivel derogations granted under 1(d)
may be entered immediateLY.
13.2 Uhere Chapter 9 is concerned, vesseLs aLready approved for steering
on radar by one person shal-L have five years, grace within which to compty
with the requirements of that Chapter. Vessets in respect of which thd first
apptication for such approvat is submitted must'be rnade to comply with
Chapter 9 in order to obtain such approvat.
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De rogat i on
Requi rements appti cab[e
to vessets in service
rlithin five years of
1 .1 .1 980
Requi rements not appl"i-
cabte to vessets in
servi ce
Chapter Arti c [e paragraph Articte paragraph
2. Shipbui tding 2.O3
2.O4
2.06
213
, 12131415
315t6
2.O2
2.06
31617
217
J. Stcrrlag gcar md whccllrousc 3.01
3.03
3.04
3.05
3.06
3.08
3.09
3. r0
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.16
2
2
I
4I
I
11213r4
112
2
2r7
3.O2
3.03
3.15
4. Freeboard, safety distance and
draught scates 4.05 1t213
5. Construction of machinery
5.02
5.03
5.05
5.06
5.09
213
2/ r6cipr.
213141526
8
5.01
5.04
5.05
5.06
5.06
3
1r?r3.4
718
21314.51617
1rZ
6. EtectricaI instaItations
6.03
6.05
6.06
6.08
6.09
6.11
1r?r3r4
1 ,2.5 ,6,
7r8
1,2r3r415
1r2t3
Lrzt3
6.01
6.O2
6.04
6.05
6.O7
6. r0
6.12
213
112
112
3
1,2r3r415,
617 r8rg
1r2t3
1r2r3
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De rogat i on Requi rements appLi cabter
to vessels in service
vithin five years of
1.1.1980
Requi rements not anpll
cable to vessets in
servi ce
Chapt e r Artic[e Paragraph Articte paragraph
7. Equipment 7.03 6 7.03
7.O4
7.O5
55
314
213r5
8. Ljquefied gas insta[lations
for domestic use
I
the q1f,11.6 ohepter
11.HeaLth and safety in the
accommodatjon and in norking
spaces
11.O2
11.11
11.17
516
315
4
11.O2
11.03
11.O4
11.05
11.06
11.O7
11.08
11.09
11.r0
11.11
11.12
11.14
11.15
11.19
11.21
114
112r3.41516,
8
4
1r2
1r2
2
11213141617
1r2r3r5
1r2r4
1br4
2
1r2rB,
1r2r3
2
1 z.Provisions relating to technical
requirenents additionaL to class C
requireneorts applieable to vessels
ggggatiug on Class 3 inland. waterr-
12.O2
12.03
2t314
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CHAPTER L4
PROCMJNE
14.01 ApJclication for ingpection
It is for the certificating bodies to d.etermine the proced.r:re for
applying for inspectilon and for clecicling the place a,nd date of inspection.
This procech:re rnu,st be such that inspection can take place within & r€asot!-
able period. of appl-ir:ation being made.
L4,O2 Presentation of the.vessel for i4spection
14.02.1 The o!fller or his representative nust present the vesseL for inspec-
tion in an unlarlen, cleanecl and. equipped. cond.ition; he is regtrired. to lend
such assistar:.ce as is necessarJr for the inspection, for exampl.e to suppLy
an appropriate boat, to make personnel avaiLabLer and to faciLitate exa,nina-
tion of paris of the huII or installations which are not directly accessible
or visible.
L4.022.!.lhere special ground.s exist for doing so the inspecting body nay
include the folLowing:
(") inspection of the verssel out of the water;
(t) operationaL tr:ia1sl
(") proof b;r calcrrlation of the strength of the hu1I;
(a) proof blr calcrrlation of stabiLity, r.rhere necessarlr on the basis of an
inclining experinent.
14.03 Costs
14.03.1 The or',r:er oll the vessel or his representative is liable for all
costs arising from the inspection and the issue of the certificate in
accordance. vith a d.el;ailed. tariff to be laid. d-or,rn Sr each Mernber State.
There may be no discriminat ion on the ground.s of country of reg'istry or of
the nationality or domicile of the owner.
L4.o4 inlg1ne&.i-eg
Persons lrho strow grounds for lcrowing the contents of the Connr.rnity
inland. navigati.on certificate in respect of a vessel may d.o so frorn the
certificating bo{y and may, at their or.m cost, obtain ertracts or certified.
copies of the certifi.cate w.hich r+ill- be marked. as such.
. ./ ..
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1d.O5 Resister of inspection certificates
14.05.1 Boclies issuing Conrr:nity inland. navigation certificates mrst
assign a serial nu.nber to each one and enter it in a register.
L4,O5.2 Botlies issuing Comunity inLand. navigation certificates must
keep a copy of all oertificates issued \r then and enter thereon all
endoreements, anendments, cauceLLations and repJ.acenents of certificates.
*
t0
COUSCIL DINMTIVE
Ester.blishi:rg lFeohnical Reguirenents
lior Inlland Hatertray Vessels
ANI{U( III
Specinen Co:rmr:nity' certificate for inLand. navigation
(mticte ! of' the proposal for a Directi','e)
Certifioatg So. .................
Page I
EttB0PEJlMOlr{MnnT IES
INTAI{D I{A\TIGATION CEHTIFICATE
Skibsattest for IncLenland Skibsfart, Sohiffszeugnis fiir Binnenschiffe,
Certificato perla Navigazione Intenra, Certifioa^et van Ond.erzoek voor
Birnenschepen, Certificat pour Ia navigation int6rieure
Reserved for State enblen
TINISED KINGDO}JI
Name andL add.ress of the conpetent authority issuing the certificate
l-. lfa,ne of vesseL:
2. Tlrpe of vesseLr Cod.e:
3. Official nurnber3*
4. Same ancl tlonicile of ol'mer:
5. PLace of registration and. registration number:
6. Cor:ntry of registration e,nd./or hone port:t
7. Year of constructionr
8. Same ancl cLonicile of shipyard.l
9. This certificate replaces oertificate lfo.
issued. on
10. This certificate e:cpires on
11.. Issued. in
L2.
stamp Signature
tr
* Delete where lRappLicable.
** Give the nane ot'the authority iseuing the certifioate.
T*
Cgrtifioate No. . . o 
'. 
.. .. 
'.. '. 
.. i. . Page 2
13. Subsequent to thre inspection camied out on *
and on presentation of the certificate cleliverecl on
.*
oy
the vessel mentioned irr this certifioate is aclmowLedgecL as fit to
operate
on Conmmity waterw€{rs in class(es)*
on the wateruays in cLa.ss(es) in
(nanes of the Member States)*
except for
on the followlng wa1;enrays in (narne of the li{enber States)*
14. The vesseL rnentioned irr this certificate is fit* to:
tow up and downstreiurn
tow upstrea^rn only
tow as an auxilia^ry toaing vessel
power a brea"sted-up fornation
push-tow
be empowered. in a breasted-up formation
to be push-towed.
to be radar navigatt:cL by a single person.
15. MAIN CIIARACTERTSTTCS OIr TI{E VESSET
Length overall n.
Beam overall I[,
tsotal poror ratlng of nraia means of progrleion kW.
Calibration certificater lfo. clated.
Calibration office
CLasses and,/or watenrays*
c B A
Freeboard. cn
Maxim:m draqbt om
Dead weight tonnes
16. Parts of the vessel wherre the following nunbers are staarpedi*Certificate No,OfficiaL No. Registration trTo.
Surveying Certificate li'o.
* DeLete where inapplicatrJ.e.
Certificate l[o. ...............'. Paep 3
L'| . Pernittecl tlerogations fron the technical requiremea:tsi ...............
a a t a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a
a a a a a a a a a a a aa a aa a aa a a aa a a aaa a a a a a t a a a a a a aa a a o a a a a a o a a a aao a a a aa a a a ao a a a
a a a a a a a aa o o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a o a a
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a l a a a o a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a
a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a t a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a aa a a a a a a a aa o aaa aa a aa a aa 
" '
a o o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a o a a a a a a a a a
a a a a a a a a o a a a aa a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a aa a o a o a a a a oa a a a aa aa aa a a a
18. ailcHoRs a$D aNcIIoR$ crIArNs
N.B. the clata reLating to anchors is for inforrnation purposes only.
Anchor requirements affecting peruission to operate on a watemay
are the responsibility of the waterway authorities concemed.
Nunber of bow anchors
Total weight of bow anchors kg
Nr:nber of stenx anchors
Total weight of sterrr anchors kg
Nu.nber of bow anchor chains
Length of each chain
Breaking strain kg
Number of stenl anchor chains
Length of each chain
Breaking strain kg
tg. trFE-sAvrNG aQUTPUBm
Classes*
c B A
Ifunber-of lifeboafg
each with a capac1ty ot- Petsons
Number of liferafts each
with a capacity of persons
Nnnber of life-jackets
Number of lifebuoys
Sumber of ball-fLoats
F'IRE-F"IGNING Eq'IPMHM
Ifrrnber of portable ertingUishers . ...... o o................. o........
llumber of fixed. fire-fighting installations ........................
bctinguishers .. . ... .. . ...'.. .'. t t" 
"'. " 
t t 
" " 
t 
" 
t t t t' t' 
"' "' 
t 
"Othgr installations . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . o . . . .. . r . . . . ..... . r . .... ...
*De1ete where inapplicable.
N.
Cgrtificate No. ...'....... ...........
2T. PUMPING EQUIP]MEIfI
lfi:rnber of pow,en-driven punpst
l{unber of }ranrl punps 3
22. O4HER EQIJIPMEIIT
Signalling li,Shts
Ehergency sigrralline' lights
Cables and ropeg
Collision nat::
Loud. haiLers
Sound.ing poLes
First-aid. kit
Notice of the rescuing of persons
overboarril
Receptac}e fo:e oily rags
Gangway or fulbarkation lad.d.er
23. SPECIAT ,PROVIIJIO]fS OR COIIDITIOIfS
Total oapacity: .........,*
Total capacityl 
. r .. .. .. . .*
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t a a a a oa ao aa a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a
aaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaata
a aa aa o a a aa a a aa a a a a a ra ao a a a
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a
a a a aa a aa a aa a a a a a a a a o a a o aa a
t a a a a. a a a a aa a a aa a a a aa o a a a a
a a a a a a a a aa aa a a aa a aa a a a a aa a oa a a a a a aa oa o o a a a a a a a a a a a aa a. a a t a a aa aa
a a a a a a a a a a a o a a aa aa a a ao a aa a t a a a a a o a a aa o a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa
a a a a a a a a i a aa a a a aa a aa a a a a aa aa a aa a a aa a a aa a a a a a a a a a a aa. a a aa a o a a a. a
aa. ra aa a.a a ao. a a aa a aa a aaa a aa a a aaaaoa aaa a aaaa a
a a a aa a a a r a a a a a. aa a
If the vessel is nod.ifiedr rebuiLt or und.ergoes major relnirs, the owner
mrst inform the competent authority without d.elay.
* Give the unit of measurenent.
Certificatg ]fo. o.... ooor.o ...... Page 5
24. EKTEIISIOS/BEISE|IIIAL OX, TIiE CEFUIFICATE
( *** ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
inspectecL the vgssel ...... .... on . ......... ...................*)
- 
A pernit dated. .... ........... fron the approved. cLassification
- 
body t o 
" ". 
o........ .............1a.... 
. a....... o...... a..... .. a*)
was subnittecl. to tbe conpetent authority.*
I:n vier of the inspeotion result/pernrtf tbe period. of varicl.tty
for Certificate No. .... ......... is ertendeVreneed.* until
t-\
\ place/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . td,ate. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
stanp
**)t
a a a aa a a aa a a a a a aa a a a aaa aa a aa aa a a a a aa a o
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaa aaa aaaaaaaaaa
f 
^. 
, \tDlgnaTure/
24. UrrmrsroN/Rn{E}rar oF TIts cwrrFTcATE
'',::'. : : :::::::: :: ::: :::::::::..... .;r
- 
A pernit d.ated. ............ 
'. 
from the approved. classification bodgr
was subnitted. to the conpetent authority.*
rn view of the inspection result *, th" period. of valid.ity
for certificate No. . . .. ... ..... is exbend.ed.Aenewed.* r:ntil
(p1ace) 
. ... ....... .. .. .. ... .... t clate . . .... o. .. .... . o. .. .. o. . .... . .
**\I
a . a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
a a a a t a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
stamp (signature)
DeLete where inapplioable.
l{ame the authority extenrding/renewing the certificate.
*)
r*)
***) Nane the authority which inspectecL the vessel.
Certificate No. ..o..'." " """" ..
25. SPECIAL IIfSPECTI0N
inspected. the vessel .... ... r.. '
sta,urp
stannp
Paee 6
*) 
. . . . . . . . 
. o . . . . . . . . 
' 
t t t D t t o t t t 
' 
t 
' 
t 
'
OII .aaaaaataa..aaa ttt"t""""t"'
**\
aaataaaaaaaaaa..atl"t"tot"'
aaaaa aaaaaaaaa. aa a""t"""""ttt'(signatr:re)
**\1.
aa.aaaar"t 
""""t'o'
aaaaaa.a.a 
"t"'O'r"'
Thg reason for t.he insf'gction was: ''"o''''""'''''''"'" '''''''''
aaaaoaaaaaaat"'ott 
"tt'o"""""""t"'o'o"t"t 
ttt"t"o"'
aaaaoaaaaaaaoaaa'ao""t""""""""t""'tt""""t""'t 
tt"t'
a a aa aa aaaa ta 
" " '1" " 
ot" 
'o " " " "" " " "" "ttro 
io o 
"t "t 
tt 
'
In vieru of the i:nspection resuLt, Certificate No' ""..'i"""""'
ghAll trrgnain !'Alfd ullti.]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . . . .' .'''''''''''''''
(plaCe ......... t. 
' 
o t 
' 
!'" 
' 
t 
" " 
o 
" " " " " 
t1 OII t 
' 
o 
" 
t t o 
" 
t t 
" 
t 
" 
o t 
"
25. SPECII\L'fi{SPECTI:0N
*'l
,
aaaaaae 4"""' tt""tt""'t"
a.aaaaaaaa ottt"'o"""t"""t"" 
ttt'
(signatr:re)
*) Narne the au.thorit;r which inspected" the vessel-
**) llasle the aurthorit;r ertencling the certificate'
Certificate lilo. a aa aa a aaa a a aa a a aa a a r a
26.
stamp
Page 7
r a a a a a a a a a aa a, a at ."
1 srgnature)
26.
stanp
stanp
lla,ne the authority anend.:i.ng the
26. AIIEI{Umn TO CERI'TFICATB l[o. ..... 
... o.Anendnent(s) to para,g?aph(s): 
............. a a a r a a a. a a. aa a a aNew tertt ........ """"'aoaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
aaaaaaaaaa..aaaaaaaaaaa
a a o a a a a a a a a oa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a o o a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a..a a a a a a a
a aa a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a aa a a a r a a a a a aa a a a a. r a a
, 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 
, a o a a a a a a a a a a,a a a a.. aa a a a a a
aaaaaoaaaaaaaaraaaaaaaaaa 
.aaa a
| . \ 
..a.a aar.aa.oaaaaa..a.a..a...a.aa..
l.pracej 
"t"""""ot"..' ..........o..1o!1...................
*)
aaaaa.aa 
-aaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaa.aaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaa
, .tt ""tt""""""'aa(signature)
certificate
Certificate No. " ".. o" " .."'
PagB B
27. PF,HIIT REI,A$ING TCr LIQUHIIED GA'S PLA]II
The liguefiecl ga,s pLant ,rn board thg vgssel " ' """"' "' ' "" o' " '
a O a 
" 
tt 
" " 
" " "'' " 
" " 
O 
" " 
O' O O 
" " 
t 
" " " " 
O 
" " "" 
O 
"" "' 
O t O t 
"
was inspectec|. b1r l;he aut,horized officer'. . ... ........ ......... ........
;;: ;;;;;';;;;; ;; ;";;; ;;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :;; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:;'
fulfils the concLi'lbions Laicl down'
Theplarrtinclutlersapparatusforthefol.lowingpurposes.
(place) ...... 
"" 
tott' 
"" " " 
.." 
"o""t
Authorizing officer
OII ....o....4.."""""
a a a. a a a a a a a a t a tt t t t 
" 
t o 
'
aaaaoaaoaaa"t"'
stamp
aaaaaaaaaaaaottt"tt"tt'"""""t"tt"t""t"'
(signatune) (signature)
Delete where inaPPlicable'
Narne the authoril;y issuing the certificate'
Certificate lfo. Paep 9'
28. DCI,EfSrolr 0F Tm PEmdI[ RET,ISItrG T0 ITQI'EFIED CAS PLAI{T
The period. oovered by the pernit reLating to f.iquefied gas pLant on
thg vessg]. ... . o. .... ...... ...... r . . . td.ated, .. . .. ... . ..... .. o. .. . .
is eftenclgcl until . . . o . . o . o o . . . . . . . . . . o . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r . . . . . o . . .
*the following inspeotion by the authorizecl officer . .. ..........
a a a a a o o aa a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a r a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a ao a a a a a a a a a a
*
on presentation of Pernit IVo. ......... . o,.. r clatecl .... ... ....
t-\--*(pIaCeJ . . . ... o .. .. o r. .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. .. o. ... . o o I Ollr... . . .. .. o . .. .
d,*
Authorizecl offioer
a o a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa aa a
a a a a a a aa o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a. a a a(eignature)
a a a a a a o a ao o a a a a a a a aa a a a a
a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a. a a a a a a o
t.,\\s1gneture,
a a a a a a aa a a oo a a a a a a a a a r a t a a a a
a aa aa a a a a a a a aa a a a a. a aa a aa a a a
f..\\E1.gnarure/
stanp
28. DrI'UWIOS OI'TI{E PER!,ET RETATING TO TIQUEnIED OAS PTAYI
llhe period. covered. by the pernit relating to liguefiect gas plant on
the vgs9g1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r . . . . . . . . . ldated . o . . . . . ..r . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
is eftentl,ed until ... . o.......................... o.............. o..
*the foLlowing inspection by the authorized. officer^. .. ..........
aa aa oa a aa a a aa o aa aa aa a a aa aa aa a a a aa a aa a aa a a a a a a a aa aa a a a aa
on presentation of Pernit l{o. .o.........., dated .............*
l-\(plaOe) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . ; Oll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Authorizecl offlcer **
starap
""""i;;;;;;;i"".."'
Delete where inapplicable
lfarne the authority issuing the eertificate
Certifioate So. ,r oro o o a a a a a o a a a a a a
Speolal paee(s) for national certifioates
Pag€ 10
611 approval.l declarations
ancLr/or pernits.
Cgrtificate lfo. ...............'
NoTIES 
,FOR IIHE COllPtErIoII AIrD ISSUAIICE OF THE CETfIFICATts
Pagp U
in in blook oapitals.
cleleted where approPriate
ctotted line wlth a
I.
2,
3.
These certificates shouLd. be typed or flLLed
Please use bl-ack or bLue ink.
The cl.etails followed t5r an asterisk should be
in bLack or bl-ue.
If an mtnr is not applicable, strike out the
continuous-black or bl-ue horiiontal line.
4. The entries which need. to be arnencled. ghouLcl be d.eLetect in rett. Srtries
cleleted in bLack or blue shoulcl be unclerlined. ln red.
5. The new entry shoulcl be insertecl. in bLack or blue in para6raph 25 ofthe certificate.
COMI'{NMS O$ VARIOUS POINTS IN TI{E CEtrIIFIC.AJTE*
%-o" comenrtg cLo not neecl to be incLuded. in the certlfioate. They will
be reproducecl as an Annex to the technical reqtrirenents.
2. When inilicating the type of.vessel, the terns clefined in Article L.01 of
the technica1--iemrirehlnts (.Annex II) should. be usecl as far as--posslble.
The reference g1+ecc in that'article Shoulct aLso be usedr e.g. rrtol'ring
vessel reference lert.
3. The official nqrnber is that according to the.Po1ice.ReguS.ations for the
ntrini or, if ill-ocated., the nusrber give"r in the national regulations.
4. Crrment postal add.ress of the owner.
13. tlhen an agthority issues Class C Certificates on1Xr boxes A.and B shouLtl
-"- iid-Eefetea.:-f[e"frofaer of such a certifica.te nn6r- lqter ?pply for a
conpLernentarlr certificate which is valicl. for the other classes o
L!. llhe infornation given in the certificate of tor:nagei to two clecinal
pla,ces.
18. Just give the mass, 1en44 antl effeotive breaking loa$.. The infornation
-- 
-
eiven"in tne coh:mi stroitcl refer to the anchors ancL chains which were on
Soard when the inspection took p1'ace.
22. I16e list nalr be conpLeted. by infornation reLating to the eguipnent andgpar laicl clqem in national rules.
Fhe nr:mber of items uust be given; but stating the type is optional.
23. Special provisions or conditions relat_ing.to operetionq loadingr etc.
-- ry tJ ti"rtiotted. in this.paragraph. Mention Tail be nade here of a
eeitificate for the caniage of dangerous goods.
24-
Ed. ff necessar1r, special pa€es-can be add.ed. for fi.rrther infornation. These
- iiroufd. te niuiUeied !a1- J6, 6a1 6b, etc. The orig:inal pa.ges should' beleft in the certifioate.
Pagp LOr and if necessarJr pages ]0a_an$ 10b, etc. a^ge reserved for
na{ionai cer*ificates of approval, decLarations anct/or permlts.
The certificate shouLd. be kept in a clurabLe cover. If this is not
transparent, the certificate-heading shoulcl be reproduce{-on the oover(i.".-a! Ieast pagp L of the certifioate down as far as rryane of
vesselrt).
..f .,
COUNCII DIRDCTilTE
Es{;ablishlng TeehnioaL Reguirernents
for l:nlaad. tlatcrvay Yoscele
AT{ND( Iltr
-
Specinor Counrnity permit for inLand navigation
(.Ortic:te 10 of the proposaL for a Directive)
Annex to the Inspeot lon' Certi ficate
EUROPEA}I
for thg Rhing ![o. r........ So. .]....
COMMUl[IIIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Issued. pr:rsuarrt to Articl€ . o........ of Dirgctive . ..... . o....
Resenred. for State Enblo
Name ancl address of the conpetent authority issuing the
supplenent arSr cert i ficat e
IVame of vessel t ......r.....o......r...........r..r... t.t..............
Official nunbgr t* .......... o........................................ o.
P1ace of registration and. registration number .. .. o...... ... .. .... .....
a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a o a a e j o o o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
Cormtry of registration afrd,/ot hone portS* 
................. ...........
ilaving regard. to rnspectiol certificate for the Rtrine l[o. . .... ..... ...
da,tecL ..... .. .. .... ... .. r. ..... valicl, rrntil . .. o. ....... ....,.. o . ,... ..
6. Having regard. to the:resuLt of thg inspection .........................
t 
" " " "" 'a 
aa aa a a a a a a aa aa aa a a a t aaa a a a a a a a a a aao a aa a a a a a a a a a a aa a aa aa a a
T. The abovensetioned vessel is d.eemecL fit to operate on the Connunity
waterwaJrs of class(es) .. .. . ......... .... . ...., ... .. . r....... . ... ... .. .
8. This supplerrentarSr certificate e:cpires orl . .... ... .... .... . ......,. . . ..
9't' Issugd' j.n . ........................; orl .. o. o............... ......
1.0. Competent authority
sta,mp a a a a a a a a aa o aa aa a a a a a a aa a a aa a a a a
aa a... a a a aaaaaa.ara aiaaaoaaa... a
\B1.gnarure/
to the Inspection Certificate for the Rhine $o. .........
... . .. . .. ...... .. t valid. tmtil .. . .... . . .. ... ... .,, . ... . .,
regarcl to the result of the inspectioa . ........ ,.,. . ? . ... ......
a a a a.a a. aa aa a a o aa a a a al OII a a a a. a a aa. a a a a a a a a. a a a...a aa. o o a. a
1L. Ilavlng
dated.
Having
regard.
this suppLenerrtarxr certificate is ertend.eVreneroecL*until .. ...... .. . ...(place) a o aa aa. oa a a a a. a a at OII aaoooooaaaaaa..aaaaaaaaaaaaa..aaa
Conpetmt authority
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a l o o I o o
*
starnp
Delete where inapplioable. a a a a a a, a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a(signatr:re
Annex to the Inspection Ce:ytifiCate for the Rhine No, ,...... trlo' ""'2""
L2.
Class(es)
0 B
Freerboard. cm
tr{axi.nurn clrrurght cro
Deadl weighb tonnes
L3. Derogations fron the Inspectim Certificate for the Rhine lfo. ..... t...
Anchor and anchor chai:nsl .............o........................r......
a a. a a rt r rr. a a a a o a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a
a aa aa o.a aa.ro aa aa aa a a aoaa aao a a aaa aa aa a a at 
"" 
t 
" "t 
t" 
"" " "
a a a a o a a a a a o a a aa.t a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
Lifg-.SaVing eqBilp!0ent ! ..... ..... o . o.. .......... o '...............,
a o a a. o a o a a o a t a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a aa a aa a a a aa o a a a a a a a a a a
a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a 0 a a a a a a a a.a a a a a aa aa a a a a aa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaoa
Othgf geaf s .. o !r....................... o....... ...... .......... ........
a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a ra aa a aa a a a o a a a o a a o a a a a a a ao a a a a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a a aa
aaaa aaaaaaaaaartoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaar
CreW: . a a a o. a a a,r.a a a a a a o a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a aa a. a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a. a a a a a
a o a o a a a a a a a a a a a rl a aa a a a a. o a aa a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a 
" '
a a a a a a a a o a a a a aa o a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a N a a a
a a a a aa aa a oa a aa a ta a a a
14. Special provisirrns or concLitions anclor d.erogations aLlowed.:... '..... o.
a a aaa a a aa aa a a a a aa a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a aa a.
a a a. a a a a a ra ra a a aa aa a a aa a a a a aa a aa a t a a aa a a a a aa a a aa ar a a a a a a a a a aaa a a a
a a o a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a 
' 
a
a a a a a a a a a a.a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
aa a a a a a a a aa aaaa aa i a aa aa a
a a a a aa a a oaa a !a a t
aaaaoaaaa
